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THE HEAT· CAPACITY OF SILVER OX!DE AT- LOW TE.MPERATURES 

Lawrence Vincent Gregor 

(The-sis) 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Univer·si ty of California 

Berkeley, California 

May 31, 1961 

ABSTRACT 

The heat capacity of Ag2o has been measured from 2.2 to 

80°K for a finely divided annealed sample, and from 3.3 to 24°K 

for a macrGcrystalline annealed sample. The anomalously high 

heat capacity Griginally observed in unannealed Ag2o betwe.en 

20 and 50°K is also found in the,finely divided sample, though 

the anomalous region is smaller and·narrower, and it.s maximum 

occurs at a lower temperature. No anomalous peak in the heat 

capacity of macrocrystalline Ag2o is observed down to 3.3°K, 

but the heat capacity of this material is higher below 14°K 

than that of the finely divided sample. 

The heat capacity of the various samples of Ag20 is dis

cus.sed in te.rms of it.s unusual crystal structure, and a mechanism 

proposed to correlate the anomalous behavior of Ag2o below 15°K 

and between 20 and 4·0°K. The mechanism involves the interaction 

of the two independent .sublattices of the structure of Ag2o, and 

it is proposed tha·t for v:ery small particles, there is a 

transition from a symmetric high-temperature structure to a 

slightly distorted. low:..·temperature· structure in the vicinity of 



20 to 30°K. 

Revised values of the thermodynamic properties of macro

crystalline Ag2o at 298.15°K are given, based on the observed 

heat capacity data below l5°K. The results are 

0 28.91 + 0.07 cal deg -1 -1 8298.15 = mole 

0 :3:387 5 cal -1 
l1298 .15 = + mole 

(-
Fo - Ho) -1 -1 

T 
0 

298 .15 
= 17.55 + 0.07 cal deg mole 

An appendix summarizes the results of an investigation of 

the Ag-Ag2o electrode. A method was discovered tor producing 

-such half-cells which give stable, reproducible values for the 

emf of the cell 

The behavior of unannealed, annealed, and macrocrystalline Ag20 

in this electrod~ was studied, and the results used to calculate 

0 D.F298 . 15 for the cell reaction and for the formation of Ag2o 

from its elements. These results are tabulated and compared 

with data from othe~ sources. 

t/ 

""' 
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INTRODUCTION 

The heat capac:i t~ oJ' a solid i~ :a measure of' the· manner in 

which thermal energy ie ,distributed among i te- variou·s internal 

d'egr.een:t of fre$d.om .as. 1 t·s. temp~erature increaa·e.s o Fo.r many 

solid'S.; most of' the he:at eapaci ty res·ide:S in the excitation of' 

vibrational motion of' the atoms. Since the .atoms are arrang~d 

·on regular si te:s which compris.¢ the lattice :s:tructur.e or the 

-a.ol.idj their vib.rations are· pr·opagate:d through the lattic.e o 

At low temperature·s:9 only low~f'requency lattic-e vibrations~ 

corresponding·to -sound waves in the solid.~> can he excited, The 

lattice heat capacity appr-oache:s zero as the temperature 

approaches 0 6 K. Sutyerimpo·sed on the Iattic·e· heat -capacity is 

that due to excitation of additional degrees of freedom. 

Phenomena such as ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetismj 

order..,disorder transiti·one,ll rrhigh-low!l cry.at·al :Structure changeaj 

superconductivity and superfluidity {in He4 ) ·' and the ons~t of' 

moTe·cular rotatio·n in the solid .re':sult; in hea:t capacity anomalie·a o 

If the tranai ticm- pccurs at lo"W~ temperature-a.!~ the -extra heat 

capacity often hecome·s quite prominent in comparison to the 

reduced lattice- heat capacity. Pitzer and Srrti th measured the 

heat capacity of silver oxide ,11 Ag2 0, between 13 and 500·0 -K.P and 

ohse·rved a broad anomalous 11 humpH between 20 and 50~K ol Their 

results, on a finely divided sample \such a:s i·e usually obtained 

in the preparation of Ag20, were: sub:sequen t l:y confirmed by 

Johnston and Hu on. the same type of .'Sample·. 2 The discovery 

Kobayashi 3 that Ag2o undergoes an irreve-rsible ,exoth~rmi(! 

annealing when heated between 100 and 200'°C l:ed G.erkin to 

of 
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prepar·e a highly annealed aamp1~ of Ag2D whoHt~~ av~ra:g~ );)a.rtHrl'(~:c 

.d . 4 ·size wa-s much larger tha:n that .. found in or1..1inary Ag2 o. · The 

heat ca.pa.ci ty o;f thi~ 13amp1·e ;ahowed no anomal·oue behavior 

f'rom lS to 29"8°K. 

'I1his re·search wa.s undertaken to elucidate the role of 

ann:ealing and(or) particle :size in the heat capacity of .Ag2o 

·at low temperature:s. The heat capacity of a 'S8lrlple of Ag2o 

that had been annealed without greatly changing its parti<:de 

size distributi-on was measured as wa~ the heat capacity of 

poth macrocrystallirre and finely divided annealed Ag2o below 

15.°K. In addi tion.1 subsidiary experiments w.ere per.fo:rm:ed to 

<lete.rmine the· sur•fac·e areas of the various Ag2o :eample:a, and 

to ob.serve· the effects of annealing on the behavior of the 
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PREPARATION OF SAMPLES 

The calorimetric sample of :smal1 .... particl·e Ag2 0 wa:s· prep·ared 

by the rea:ction of aqueous AgN03 with concentrated a-queou:s .. NaOH 

(2-1) 

Three large batches of Ag2o were prepared in the same manner, 

and it is suffici~nt to describe in detail one of the preparations. 

The method is similar to that described by Gerkin.4 

The most probable contaminant of Ag2o prepared by pre-

cipitation i·s Ag2co3 , which results from the reaction of Ag2o 

with co2 pre~sent in the atmosphere,. and from the reaction of 

Ag+ with co; furnished by Na2co
3

,. which is inevitably present 

in .solid NaOH to the extent of 2 to 3%. Secondarily,. Ag2D is 

·quite easily reduced to metall.ic Ag by traces of organic matt-er, 

due-t~ etc. Thus,. only .freshly boiled di:St.ille:d: water wa:~ used 

for solut.ion pre:pa:rat.ion1 washing, rin'Sing,r etc., and all 

glRssware and e·quipment were thoroughly cleaned and treate-d with 

an oxidizing agent such as concentrat:ed HN'03 or ac.id dichromate 

·cleaning .solut.ion. The amount of Na2 co3 in the· NaOH solution 

was min.imized be:cause of its. l.imi t:ed s.olubili ty . 

Solid NaOH (120 g, AGS grade, maximum Na2 co5 < 2.5% by 

weight,. manufactured by Brothers. Company) wa·s dissolved in 

75D ml o.f 1120.;- and 250 ml of the resulting :s·olution was mixed 

with 210 g of solid NaOH. The r·e·sult,t a whit:e, :syrupy :solution 

approximately 50% by weight NaOH, was stored in a stoppered 
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Erlenmeyer flask fre.shly :coated inside with pure p:araf'fin. On 

standing for several days, the solution precipitates most of' 

the Na2co3 . Immediately before using the NaOH solution, it 

was filtered to remove ,solid Na2co
3 • An asbestos mat Gooch 

crucible was used with a suction flask, the asbe£tos mat having 

been formed from asbestos soaked in concentrated H.N03 and 

washed ten times in place with ~0. The filtered NaOH solution 

was stored in another freshly-paraffined Erlenmeyer flask until 

used. 

The AgN03 solution was prepared by dissolving 454 g·of 

AgN03 (Baker and Adamson reagent grade) in 1 liter of ~0 in a 

stoppered 2-liter Erlenmeyer flask. The solution was kept in 

the dark until used for the precipitation of Ag2o. 

Immediately before the precipitation, 175 ml of filtered 

NaOH solution was diluted with 500 ml ~0., the resulting 

solution was added to the AgN03 solution in five portions over 

a period of 5 minutes with continual vigorous swirling of the 

reaction vessel. A greyish-brown precipitate formed instantly., 

and its color changed to cmffee-bro~rn in a rew minutes. After 

testing f'or completene·as. of precipitation by adding a few drp.p:s 

of NaOH solution, the supernatant was discariie<h and the Ag2o 

washed in the flask 15 times with 100 to 200 ml portions uf 

boiling 1120. The precipitate was f'iltered by suction on a 

D-grade, fri tt'ed-glass, filter funnel and washed five more times lj 

with boiling 1120. The large number of washings served to remove 

any Ag2 co3 ,. Bince it is more soluble than Ag2 0 in hot water. 

The final wash water was tested with indicators to a-scertain the 

absence of Cl and co; and establi'sh the pH at its proper value 
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' 

:o.f '""' 9 . Wh~n nQ more wat:er· could b'e~ :removed by suction, the 

funne-l wa-s loaded into a desiccator containing ·a NaOH ... Drierit-e 

mixture' and ccmn?~t~d. to a l-ength of Tygon tubing • The 

a:s$embly waa plac:e:d in an oe'lec·trie oven at 40 to 50-~C.t .and dry; 

.002·-.fre:e' 02 paS'$'ed :Slowly through the tubing ana over the 

Ba.mpi:e for .24 hr • 

The last trac·es .of water were- removed by tran'Sf'-erring the 

Ag2o tt) a .glaas. :cylind·er f'itted. with a bubbler tuber. The 

cylinO:er was· placed in an :e-lectric ·oven at 8.0e:C and th~ bubbler 

tube .conn:e'C't,ed. to the o2 ga:s. t.ra:in. A :slow ·stream of' o2 was 

pas:sed through the bubbler tube-,~ through th~ Ag2o, and out th? 

vent of the bubbU~·r--tube cap.. During the· -48 hr o:f drying in 

this manner;- the aylinder was shaken f:r>om time tC? time t,o 

break up the clumps. o:f Ag2o which t~nded to .form •. 

The dried Ag2-o was~ a moderate-ly fre.e-.-.running .dark br'own 

ppwder. Af'ter sample'S' were ·extracted .for analysi.s.;- the Ag2o 

was stored in a wic;l:a--mouth;r glas.s-stop-pere'd bottle in a large 

d:esiccator kept in the aa]:>k. This preparation yield:ed .about 

250 g of ·dry Ag2 o, and altogethe-r the three separate preparation.a 

gave a total yield o:f about 800 g o.f Ag2o. 

2.2 Macrocryst-a;llin:e: Ag2Q 

All experiments' .involving macrocrystalline Ag2o w:ere don:e-

t .. ' 4 1 db t on he -sample p.r:epared by Ge.rkin. · This. samp e ha · . een kep 

in a de-siccator in a dark c-upb-oa-rd. -s:inC'e i t:S: preparati-on in 1957. 
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ANNEALING OF Ag20 

The primary objective was to heat the sample to a 

temperatur·e high enough to bring about the annealing effect 

observed by Kobayashi,3 without dis·sociation of Ag2o or 

drastic change in the particle size distribution. Dissociation 

was prevented by heating the sample in a container und-er high 

o2 pressure. 

Two separate batches of Ag2o were .annealed under sub ... 

stantially the same conditions in a hydrogenation bomb which 

had been thoroughly cleaned to remove all trace:s of organic 

matter. The .sample of Ag2o was contained in a platinum te'st 

tube which fitted ·snugly inside the bomb. The tube was equi-pped 

with a platinum cap to prevent foreign material from falling 

into the sample. The bomb head contained a pressure gauge~ and 

a bomb heater control led the· bomb t.emperature. 

About 250 g ·of' dry Ag2o were loaded into the platinum tube, 

which wa·s capped and p:laced in the b()mb case .. The bo.mb head 

with the pre1rsure gauge installed was carefully bolted on_p and 

the bomb placed in the bomb heater.. A high-pre·ssure line 

ce·onnected the bomb to a cylinder of o2 gasj· which was admitted 

to the bomb until the pressure was 1900 psi. The bomb was 

·slowly heated to 180° c, and the temperature regulator adjusted 

to maintain the temperature at 180 + 5°C. Temperature was 

measured continuously by means of a copper-constantan thermo

couple whose output was traced on a Leeds. and Northrup recording 

potentiometer. Becau-se· ·of :slow leaksJ the o2 pre-ssur:e increas~ed 

only to 2140 psi,; then .fell of.f to 17E)O p:si;1 at which pt>int it 

, 
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was boosted from the cylinder to 1940. p:S-i.. Thi:s periodic 

boctsting was required every few hour'S.. Although Kobayashi had 

notic-ed the evoluti-qn of heat over a wicle t;:emperature' rang~, 

loo to 200~G~- the max:irnum effect occurred at 145 to lSo'o.c ·"· 

For this reason,· the annealing temperature chosen here,. 180°C_, 

was cons.idere'd to be :suf.ficient to eff$'ct annealing. Subs.e·quent 

·experiments discussed in Section 4 .5 'Showed that this tempe-ra~ 

ture was suffici:ently high for .annealing. 

After 4S hr,.- the· heater wa·s turned of:f and the bomb -cooled 

to room temperature· in a1Dout 4 hr" Duri.ng the cooling period,

the 02 pres·sure dropped to 660 psi. When cool.;- the bomb :was. 

slowly vented until its c:ontents: were at atmo:Spheric pre-ssure·. 

The bomb was dismantled,. and the platinU!li tube removed o The 

top third of the sample was removed and p1ac-:e·d in a aeparat:e 

container_, and the bottom two-thirGits. :stcre·d in a wid~-mouth.sr 

glass"""stoppered bottle a.s the calorimetric sample o The reason 

f'or splitting the· sampl-e· wa'S the pres,enc.e ·of a few ~apecks of' 

gray mat.erial .in the upp·ermo'S"t layer of' .:s:amplei thea·e aub:a:e

:quently proved to be metallic Ag .• Di~·card:ing the top third. oJ' 

th~ sampl~ insured that the final calorimetric sample contained 

. no macroscopic particle's of Ag. 

Analyses. of both batches of annealed Ag2o showed no 

dif'ference in compo:sit.ion,- and the bottom two..-.thirda of bpth 

we·r~ combined to make o·ne sample~. Analytical data are given 

in the next chapt:er '· The· anne-aled Ag2o was s.Iightly darker 

than the· original dry sampTe·1 .but there wa~ no groB'S. evidenc? 

for the :formation of· large. particle-s·. The principal <;liff;e,:ren.c:¢ 

betwe,en the· annealing of Ag2o deJr~rlbed a rove and procedure 
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used by Gerkin 4 are·: 

1. Annealing time was much shorter; since Kobayashi had 

originally ob'serve-d the eff.e~t to o·ccur cquit-e I"apidly, 

it was: felt that prolonged heating wa·s not only 

unnec:e·ssary but unde,sirable,- ·since the, object was to. 

produce small-particle anneal-ed Ag2 0p 

2 . Annealing temperature was conside-rably lower3 juf:)t high 

enough to insure that the sample-s would be annealed~ 

3. Annealing wRs carried out in the absence of water, since 

the growth of large particl-es is enhanced by the 

presence of a fluid medium capable of ·solvent action. 

The presence of visible specks of metallic Ag on the surface of· 

the· annealed Ag2 0 might be attributed to traces of organic matt-er 

or dust on the top of the sample. Some of the larger specks 

were separat,ed by hand and -examined. When cru·shedj they 

revealed an oute'r laye.r of Ag ~ur'rounding an inn-er core of bro'Wh 

Ag2o. Although it is not difficult to conceive of the reduc·tion 

of Ag2o to: Ag at the surf'ace or a c-rystallite by du13t or a 

re·ducing agent,. it is: much more puzz.ling that the Ag is not 

reoxidized under the circumstance-s.. From the data of Benton and 

Drake-_,:5 the ·equilibr·ium pressure_ of o2 above Ag2o at 180°C i.:a 

cal-culat-ed to be Oo67 atm., which is very much lower than the 

o2 pre·s:sure during annealing .(about 13:0 atm) . Faivre; 6 in a 

study of the dissociation of Ag2o at 20 and 100-o'C, concluded 

that although reduction did occur under o2 pre·s:sures higher 

than the equilibrium pre·ssure,. the reduced Ag formed a solid 

solution with Ag2o which stabiliz,ed the syatem with re:spe-ct to 
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.further· reductipn. It i.s pos.s:ible that thi·s pre-sumed :aolid 

solution also~ is .stable- with re-s:p.ec-t to reoxidation of metallio 

Ag . At any ra:t~,, · the reduction ob:aerved here appeared to he 

lo:caliz:,ed 'Cn 'a?rlain p-article'S qf Ag2o and S¢'~med tp b~ pro

pagated ov-er the 's-Urface· of the aff:ec:ted Ag2o parti,cl-e more 

.quickly than .into the bulk of the }Yarticle. 
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ANALYOSIS OF Ag
2

0 SAMPLES · 

Sampl:e·s of Ag2o w¢re analyzed be:f'ore and after annealing. 

The prineipal analyj;ic~l methods We'rel 

a .. The acid titration of Ag2o tc;r det-ermine th-e base 

·strength and thus o= content. The :Sample was diss:o1 vetii 

in a measured amount ·of standardized HClo4 .;- and th-e ·excetm 

ac·id titrated with ·standard NaOH to end-point a·a determine<il 

by phenolphthalein or b.romcrre:sol purple (BGP) indicators., 

b. The Volhard method tor cleterm:ining the p·ereentag~ of 

Ag+. 7 The .sample waa di s:t?·ol ved in HClO 4 and titrated 

With :standard .KSCN 6'6lution,. using .a ·solution or 

1Fe(N~) 6 12(so4 ) 3 in dilut_e HN03 as the indicator. 

Samples of Ag20 were also analyzed. inaepenfiently for total Ag:1 

HzO,.._ and co5 i' in additi·Qn_;t -apeetr¢graphi:c analysi-s w:a::a d(S)ne to 

d:?te'Ct t.rac-,e :el~ments, .. 

Table I give·s the renult:a: <>f the analy~a of Ag2 o prepared 

and uried a'$ :described in Chapte·r II. The high amount t'>f cu 

r$'pti)rt~d: :t::rpe-c·trographically could not be confirmed. by chemical 

m:e:ans.t such a-s treatment or the sampl~, With an oxidizing agent 

t;o- f'orm cu++, and addition of NH4oH to form the de,e-p blue 

cu(N~) 4++ ion. It was, r:e.lt that s·ollle' :err:cJr in the :spe:C't.ro

graphic method was re:spqnsible f'or the reporte-d Cu cqncentration.. I 
.A 'Slight. trace :of residue persisted after dit;rsolution 'Of th$ 

:samp,le· in H01q4 J:'· the residu~ was. fqund to be mostly metallic Ag • 
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Sample 
treatment 

Unannealed, 
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'rable Io Analysis of Ag
2
o samples, in percent 

Theoretical 

= 0 
+ Ag 

Experimental 

Trace 
elements 

dried at 6o903 93.097 6.93!.03 93.o6~.1 93.08!.1 0.078 0.12+.02 Note a 
80°C 

Annealed 
at 180°0 

' I 

·~ss than 0. 5% Cu was the only detectable trace element. 

b 
Copper was the only detectable trace element; less than 0.5c{o. 

Note b 

After annealing$ Ag20 samples were analyzed again. The 
-· ,. 

reaults are also :shown in Table I. The results represent 

average value·s of several determinations for each constituent, 

and the unc·ertainty repre·sents the main deviation. The results 

indicate that, after annealing_, Ag2o w.as stoichiometric to 

within o.l% (i.e. 100 + 0.1% Ag2o). 

The calorimetric sample of inacrocrystalline Ag2o prepared 

b G.. 4 1 d - t d t t y erkin was ana . yze· for co3 o · -e . ermine whether i was 

still :suitable for use. The result was. 0.012% c, which wa'S 

considered low enough to· justify its use for heat--capacity 

mea-surements. 

In all the samples of Ag2 0 inve·etigated :; there was a trace 

o.f insoluble re:sidue aft.er ·s·olution in HC104 . The amount of 
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-sampT-e- used was. generally 1 to 2 g" which did not give enough 

re~sidue for quantitati v:e measurements:.. Near the end of the 

heat-capa;city measurements;- when it was felt the :samples· 

c·ould be :spared,. large- quanti tie·-s- of both macrocrysi;alline 

and annealed Ag2o.were dissolved and th~ residue· examined. 

The result-s are given below: 

Sample Date pre·pared Date examined Res-idue·% 

Macrocrystalline Ag2o 1957 

Annealed Ag2o February 1959 

October 1960 

October 1960 

Oo3 

0 .. 4 

In both ca-s-e.s ;- .all but a trace of the residue was soluble in 

concentrated HN03 • Analysis by CN- titration;-· however~ gave 

more than the theoretical amount ·of Ag;- indicating formation 

of' higher CN·- complexe-s o This iS probably due to traces. of a 

metallic impurity (cu or Fe) which forms tetra- or hexacyano

co.mpounds .. .,. The lapse of t.ime· between 13yntheSis and analyJ;ii.s 

may be the rea-s-on for the pre:senc'e o:r a foew tenths of ;a per;,.., 

cent of Ag,._ :s.inc-e .Ag2o .is very .sensitive with re:spect to 

reduct.ion even at room t:emperatur~. 

The res.idue·s difrered in app-earance11 that of macro-
' 

crystalline Ag2o was a very fine powder.:; while the re.sidue of 

the small·-parti·cl:e annealed Ag2o wa'$. much le~s:s: uniform .in 

size o The me-tallic Ag .found in the· latter residue· tended to "· 

be in the f'orm of ;shell-like: platele:t:s: and fJ.lament·s 7 indicating 1 
that the 'exc-e·ss~ Ag in th1 s mater.ial wa13 loc-aliZed in the 

ind.i vidual ~rystalli te:-s., probably at the :sur-face. The 

appearanc-e -of the .re:sidue of macrocryatalline Ag2.o implied that 



the :exce-ss Ag was more· or le-s·s unif-ormly distributed throughout 

the volume of' a crystal. 

4 .2 Surf'ace Area of Ag2o 

The surface· area-s of various sampl:es of Ag2o were meaeured 

by means of the BET ·method,. 8 using N2 as the ad·sorbent gas. 

·at 7.,..o. :K • Th t d' d d ib d ·1 h 9 . , e appa:ra us an proce ure are · es~cr e •e. s-ew .. ere. 

In all, f'our samples of Ag2o were atudied: 

a. maeroccystalline ;. annealed at :325'0 -c 

b. small-particle, annealed at 180°C 

c. ~small....-parti·ele.~ dried at loo'b·c 

d. small-particle, dried at 25°C 

The re.sults are given in Table II. A1FW giye·n is: the average 

Table II. Surface area of Ag2o 

.Surface ~rea Average particle 
Sample (meters /g) dimens.ion (mm) 

a 0.074 + .01 2 X 10-2 

b 0.60 + .1 7 X 10-4 

c 1.25 + .05 5 X 10-4 

d 1.25 + .05 -5 .. X 1 -4 0 

particle 'Size· for .each :sample,- estimated from the surfac·e area 

by assuming that the samples consisted of uniform -cubic 

partic'le~s . The surface areas of the finely di vide·d samples 

are· surpri:singly low, :since it was expe-c·ted that particle:s 

of the· order .of rv. 300 A would account for a sizeable fraction 
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of· finely divided Ag2o. Optical investigation's. of Ag2o have 

:shown that there is considerable agglomeration of the smaller 

particle13;4 and this may be partially responsible for the low 

·observed surface area. Recently, Allen has investigated the 

. areas of Ag2o powders dried at 25 and 100'0 C •10 His. results, 

using the BET method, show that the surf'ace area varies from 

t . ~ 2/ . 2/ T . . d 0.5 o 3.0 m g,. averaging about 1.5 m g. his lS in goo 

agreement with the data observed in this: research. 

The results show that drying temperatures up to 100°C have 

no apparent effect on the .surface area,. and that annealing 

above the Kobayashi temperature reduces the area by about 50%. 

This is in accordance with the view that the annealing e·ffect 

observed by Kobayashi is associated with the relief of high-

energy strains and di·sTocEtiona and aome reduction of the 

surface of Ag2o. 

4 .3 X-ray Diff'ract.ion 

The effect of· annealing on the ·;struc::;ture of Ag2o was 

studied by means of' Debye-Scherrer x-ray diffraction powder 

patterns,- using a North American Phillips Diffractometer with 

Cu Ka or Fe Ka radiation. The results have been reported and 

discuss:ed els:ewher'e .11 Briefly,~ there is nQ' -significant 

difference in the value of' the lattic'B constant for unannealed 

or annealed Ag2o, the average value for all samples remaining i 
constant at 4.720 + .008 A. There is, however, a definite 

narrowing of the half-intensity line width of the diffraction 

maxima for the annealed samples,~ the extent of the narrowing 
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being about the same for both the large, ... and small-partic·le 

annealed samples. 

4 .~4 Elect,ron Spin Re:sqnance (ESR) 

The unanne:ale<i and annealed Ag2 0 samples were :examine·d 

in an ESR apparatus at a frequency of· 9'124 kMc/sec o The 

field was: ·swe·pt from 2700 to 3500 gauss in 30 min. The 

reported data on the re-sonance obtained for divalent Ag 

c0mpoundB (measured as: powders) indicate g values betwe~n 2.08 

12 and 2 .18. For the fre~uency given above·, g value·s in thi:s. 

range correspond to a res.onanc·e absorption signal at about 

3250 gauss. No dete-ctable signal wa:s obtained in any of the 

samples. The :sensitivity of the' apparatus was such as to 

detect a re~sonance signal from a 0 •. 001 M .solution of Mn(N05 ) 2 o 

The data indicat·e that the amount of Ag++ pre·s·ent in Ag2o 

pre·sent in Ag2 o is less than 0.01 wt .% ( 0.002 at.%) . 
\ 

However., the definite presence of metallic. Ag has been 

established (see Section 4 .. 1) in concentrations high enough 

that the unpaired electron of Ag ·should be ·ob·served. The lack 

of a detectable signal may be because the g valuea of the 

extra ele~tron.s span a range comparable to the width of the 

field,. and thus the signal is -so broad as to be indi-stinguishable o 

An alternative or 'C!oncurrent reas.on may be the spin-pairing 

of the extra ele·ct.rons in the conduction or impurity energy 

state·s they occupy. 

4 .5. Dif"ferential Thermal Analy}:lis __ {DTA) 

The· technique of differential thermal analysis wa-s used to 



.determine the completeness of annealing of Ag20 when heated 

to 180°C. The sample of Ag2o was heated at a constant rate 

in a platinum block. Also in the block was a sample of Al2o3 , 

which was the reference. A platinum-rhodium differential 41 

thermocouple was used to detect differences in the temperature 

of' Ag2o and the reference sample of Al2o3 . The appara'tus and 

procedure have been described elsewhere.13 

When unannealed Ag2o is heated at a rapid rate in, the 

block, there is a hump in the differential temperature curve 

between 150 and 200°C, indicating an evolution of heat by Ag2o. 
Samples which have been previously annealed or heated through 

this temperature region show no anomaly; these re·sults confirm 

the observations of' Kobayashi, 3 and also show that the finely 

divided calorimetric sample had been annealed at least with 

respect to removing the type of defect responsible for the 

behavior of' Ag2o noticed by Kobayashi. 

Figure 1 shows the results obtained by differential 

thermal analysiso The method is not sensitive enough to give 

accurate values for the amount of heat evolved when a"Tl 

unannealed sample of Ag2o is heated through the transition 

region, but the lower limit is estimated to be 100 cal/mole. 
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Fig. 1. Differential thermal analysis curves for silver 
oxide. Curve A is a typical curve for a dried, 
unannealed sample. Curve B shows the absence of 
the exothermic effect in a sample heated just past 
the exothermic peak and cooled for a second run. 
Curve C compares the behavior of an unannealed 
sample (solid line) with a sample annealed 
independently (dotted line) . 



EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMEN"T OF HEAT CAPACITIES 

S .. 1 Measurements from l5.°K to 80"K 

Heat-capacity of' annealed fin~ly .divided Ag2o was fir.at 

measured by using the· procedure aa well as th~ gold .calorimeter 

and cryoa.tat descr.ibed by Gerkin .4 The only difference was 

the: use of a diff'erent platinum ·strain-f'ree thermometer 

· (Lee·ds and Northrup No •. 1321684) a1t the temperature standard. 

(The thermometer u·sed . by Gerkin had been damaged . ) Thi'B 

thermometerhad been calibrated by Gerkin from 12.25 to 355°K 

at approximately 5°. interval'S .. 

The total weight of' Ag2o in the calorimeter was 

127.436 + .003 g in yacuo 1 or 0.549:9 mol·e:s·. Thermal equilibrium 

within the ealOI"imet·er and sample was a¢hieved by introducing 

1 atm of' helium ga·s . .into the full calorimete·r before sealing 

it with aof't :solder. Care was taken not to add or subtract 

130lder during the aealing _process., and the weight of the 

calorimeter plus s.arn:p1e bef·ore and after :sealing did not change 

within the precision of' weighing for the balance used (± ,.003 g) . 

5.-2 Calculati·on of' Heat Capaciti,es 
Betwe-en l5°K and 00°K . 

The heat-capacity data were calculated in the manner 

de.ri ved by Giauque and coworkers14 as: far as obtaining the 

quantity l1H/ fill .'"' 2 (A/E "· B/N • llH/ Lffi), which represents the J 

increment of inarea'fJe· in energy of calorimeter- and :sample (l1H) 

per inc·rement of' increase in the resi-stance of th¢ working 

thermometer (Lffi) minus the corrective t.ernta for heat leaks., 
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2 (A/E • B/N · · L:-.H/ M) . In order to obtain the heat· capacity 

from this quantity a functional r-elationship must be determined 

between the absolute . temperature and the resistance of the· 

working thermometer. This relationship is the temperature 

scale and i:s. described in the next 'S'e<;tion. 

AI though the temperature ·standard was the calibrated 

s.train-f're-e platinum resistance thermometer No. 1321684 J- the 

working thermometer wa·s- the gold-alloy heater wire wrapped 

around the calorime·ter. The resistance of this heater, RHJ~ 

had to be related to the absolute temp-erature through the 

resistance of the :strain-free thermometer; RsF· This. was done 

by observing, during the fore-- and af'ter-dri.ft of each heat

:capaci ty measur·ement l . the s.imul tan~·ous: val ueE of' RH and RSF. 

The'Se readings were sele·cted from linear portion:S of the 

drift to aasure' that both thermometers. were actually at the 

same temperature. A plot of RSF ver'Sus RH showed that all 

point'Er fell on a smooth curve--almost a straight line--which 

was approximated by the empirical function 

RSF =- 6.62440 + 0.085768 RH (5 ... 1) 

This relation served as the differenc'¢'.function, from which 

was calculated a value of (RH)calc f'or· each experimentally 

determined .value of RSF"' The diff:erence'$ l:o.~. 

6 - (R ) ·- (R ) · · .- ·. H calc · H obse·rved' (5-2) 

were plotted on a la:rg~ graph against (RH) •obs: and wa:s found 
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to li-e on a -smooth difference curve . The !::, values for all 

the runs made over the cours-e of a year showed no significant 

deviation·s from the· smo·oth c·urve drawn through the points of 

the first run, and this. showed that there had been no 

alteration in the temperature-resistance relationship of the 

thermometers. 

The smooth curve drawn through the experimental !::, points 

was us·ed to obtain _/::,_ values at every 0.1 ohm from 

RH = 75 .0. ohm-s ( >v l0°K) to RH = 145 .0 ohms ("' 88°K) . These 

we·re tabulated, and the second difference _~::,2 obtained f'rom 

~ + 0 . 05 ..A= -~ + 0 .1 ..I'L - ~ (5-3) 

where R is a given value of RH" The se-cond difference ~::,2 was 

tabulated and then plotted against RH. Sinc-e there were 

very many ~::,2 points, it was: .not difficult to draw the be'St 

curve through the points. An :experimental point Where RH and 

RSF were close to a calibration point for· RSF' 23 .. 9°'K, wa-s. 

chosen as the starting point to construct the table of RSF in 

terms· ·of 0.1-ohm inc·rements.in RH. The graphically-obtained 

·smoothed values of ~::,2 were used to calculate smooth values of 

/::, above and below the starting point. The ·smooth !::,' B were 

us·ed to calculate· (RH) obs from Eq ~ ;(5-1) "· The final re·s:ul t 

was a table relating RH and RSF" From this· table, dR/dRsF 

' 

was: cal-culated,. as we·ll as the- interpolation function I 

L( dRr/ dRSF) /2/::,RH. 

It remained to relate RSF to t-emperature. The calibration 

data gave the relationship at approximate 5° intervals. On 

a suitably large graph, RSF was plotted as a function of T. 
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A c'urve, waE f'itt$d to th(;;. data and value:s of RSF read of'.f' at 

every degre-e f'rom 10 to .socr.K. · Frtom th~ . tq:bl;e:; valu~s: ·of' 

M 8_!.6T wer$ calculated at 0 .. '5° intervals.$ and gt•·aphi<;ally 
- -

smoothed"' Then;;- f"ro:m a .:se,lecteu calibi"ation point~ th~ 'Smooth 

valu'e·s of :dRsx/dfl wer:e used to calcula:t·e RSF at e·y,ery o ":s-o 

.from 10 to ao'<>K. As a che:ck1 the value·s. c;~f" RSF at the 

calibrat.ion point's were compared with the· calc·ulat·ecl val uas 

.or RsF f'rom th¢ tabl-e • The .re·sul ta: a~ given in Table . III • 

The· f'inal calculation of the heat capacity was made by 

multiplying Lili/ 1ffi - 2(A/E: · B/N •· M1/ Lffi) by the appropriate 

values ·o:f dR/ dRSF and dR8JdT. Thus for a given .6H/ LffiH" 

R wa·s . obtained from 
HAV 

RH. 
AV 

RH final .... HH . initial 
.=: ---o-..;;.;;=.-.;_~----_.....--

2 

A:rter the heat capacity Qf the empty calorimete.r was sub'"' 

trapted., cp w'as.calC'ulated from 

(5--5) 



Table III. Agreement between the :smooth table of' temperature 
versus: resistance o:f strain-free platinum 
thermome-ter N.o. 1321648 and the· actual -calibration 
p·oints .. 

Calibration Resistanae (R - R ) 
100 calR table 

T ( 0 'K) resistance (.tl.) from table {-tl-) cal 

12.25 0.03146 0.03244 + 3.0 

17.55 0.07474 0.074 75 + 0.013 

23 .940 0.20718 0.20765 + 0.022 

28 .292 0.36428 0.36437 + 0.003 

33.518 0.63021 0.63461 + 0.07 

38.789 0.97868 0.97872 + 0.004 

44 ._322 1 •. 41718 1.41751 + 0.023 

49 .177 1.8504.2 1.85206 + 0.083 

54 .984 2 .4126B 2 .41081 - 0.080 

.59 .989 2 •. 92460 2.92406 -·. 0.020 

6-s .12,2 3.46820 .3.46794 - 0.007 

70 •. $96 4 .038.9'0 4.03886 0 

75 .~'315 4.57728 4.57785 + 0.012 

80.039 5.09.816 5.09895 + 0.016 

I 

I 
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5 A Measur¢ments from 2 to 2 7°K 

5.4 .. 1 Gen~ra;l Description of _the Apparatu·s 

The heat--capacity measurements: in thi:s t~mpera:ture 

region were made in a cryostat designed to contain liquid 

helium. The calorimeter was a cylinder made of copper and 

the thermometer was a 56-ohm, 1/2 w carbon ·radio resistor. 

Figure· 2 is a s·ectiona1 sk~tch of the c·ryostat. The outer 

dewar (B) held liquid nitrogen, and reste·d upon balsa supports 

at the bottom of the· :ste·el containe·r (A) . The inner dewar (c), 

which held liquid hydrogen or helium, rested upon balsa 

supports and was connected to a brass fitting (D). This 

fitting was held rigidly in place by heavy brass bars; its 

upper end was .a flange containing an o-ring seal. A matahing 

flange (E) was ·soldered to the ·stainlecs~s· steel tube (G) (wall 

thickne'Ss. 0 •. 75 mm) . The tub~ ~supported t.he calorimeter inside 

its vacuum can (N). Through it passed the electrical leads, 

which were led out of the apparatus by a Fus.ite high--vacuum 

:seal (G), the vapor--pre·s·sure bulb line (o), and the Wire that 

' actuated the thermal switch. The tube also made posaible 

ev~c:uation -of the oealorim:eter :space by me·ans of an oil-diffusion 

pump through the connection (H), als.o an 0-'ring seal. Th$ 

flange (E) al·so contained the tranai'er· port (r) for the 

refrigerant .in the inner dewar and the connection (J) to the 

combination vent and safety valve (K) . A Kovar :seal (L) in 

the flange permitted e·lectrical leads r·rom the bath regulator 

(M) to be brought to the outside. Mounted at the top .of the 

tube was the knob and traveling bolt (P) ·which raised and 
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Fig. 2. Cryostat and calorimeter for measurements at 
liquid-helium temperatures. 
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low~red the actuating wire: for th:¢ thermal ewi tch. The· inner 

dewar was connected to a high-speed Kinney pump at (Q) (in 

bac.k of the apparatus:) o 

5- A o,2 Calorimeter .and .Thei'mal Switch 

Figure· 3 gi ve·s. ·$ecctional views. of the calorimeter· 

.and thermal .switch o The d:raw:ing .is exactly t<> scale o The 

copper can (A) was: aealed to the c·oppe·r disk (M) at the 

bottom of the tube (N) with Wood 1 'S metal o The· calorimeter 

itself (B) was a copper cylinder (wall thickne·ss 0.1:3 mm) 

with a d-e·ta:chable top and a spiral copper inner vane to 

proyid·e heat transfer from the calorimeter wall to the sample. 

The calorimeter i·s shown in pe·rspecti ve at the left of Fig . 3 .0 

The calorimeter was ·suspended from the copp·er block (F). by 

three· strands: of cotton thread o The thermal switch (G) was 

a series of levers terminating in two copper jaws (E) that 

were de-signed to grip the copper bit (D) which was part of the 

calorimeter o. The jaws: closed when the wire ( 0) wa-s raised by 

the knob and bolt at the· top o:f the tube o When the tension 

on the wire was re·leased, two spring$ in the thermal s.wi tch 

(H) forced the jaws. to open and release the bit or the 

calo.rimeter. 

The block (F) was .slotted to allow the thermal· switch to 

operate o The bloc.k was- suspended from the copper frame·s (F) 

·supporting the the.rmal switch by s.tainle'frs steel hangers o. The 

block contained a block regulator· (K) and a copp·er rail (L) 

to· which the elec-trical leads. :from the calorimeter were glued. 

These leads were conne-cted to the 56-ohm:r 1/2""'w.# Allen-Bradley 
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Fig. 3. Close-up of helium-range calorimeter, block, 
thermal switch, and accessory apparatus. 

I 
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radio resistor (C); which wa·s the thermometer.; and th-e calori

met·er heater (r·epresented as slanted line·s on the calorimeter) " 

The heater was 1.0 rt of' 0 .00175 in diameter manganin wire 

w:r.app·ed m.;minducti veTy around the upper and lower wall of' the 

·calorirne·ter. 

The vapor-pressure bulb (I) was· soldered to one of the 

frames... It wa·s. connected to a 'stainle:s'S steel tube which led 

to a manome·ter system. Three bra'Ss discs (J) s:erved as a 

radiation trap$ but allowed penetration by electrical leads, 

thermal switch wire; and the line to the vapor•pre.s.sure bulb. 

To promote· thermal equilibrium between the thermal-awi tch jaws 

and the surrounding bath; braids. of copper wire (not 'Shown) 

were soldered to the jaws. and to the frame·s holding the 

mechanism. The frame·s were, of couraet .in good thermal contact 

with the bath,; since they were bolted to the copper di-sc 

supporting the can. 

The bath regulator (M) was held in place at the top of' 

the can by cotton thread. Like the block regulator, it con

sisted of 2000 ohms of manganin wire wrapped around a spool, 

and a: 10-ohm carbon radio resistor. The resistor wa:s part of 

a resistance bridge:.9' and the regulatory circuit was designed 

to provide a heating current to the manganin wire which was 

proportional to the imbalance of the resistor. 

5.4.3. Electrical Circuits 

The electrical circuits which provided f'or energy 

input to the calorimeter, thermometry, and :r>egulation of bath 

and block temperatures have been f'ully described elsewhere. 15 
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5 .4 .4 Vapor-Presf;mre Thermometry and the Temp·erature Scale 

For each run.; the carbon-re~sist-or thermometer was 

calibrated against the vapor pre·ssure of liquid and solid 

hydrogen and liquid helium. The vapor-pre·s:sure bulb inside 

the c-a:n was connect-ed by means of a :s·tainless-stee·l capillary 

tube to a manometer system. Calibration was begun after the 

calorimeter had been cooled to some temp·eratur~ in the 

hydrogen or helium region. The previou-sly evacuated vapor

pr.es:sure bulb, cap-illary, and manomet-er were then opened to 

a- 2-li ter gas"'"·:storage· bulb containing either h-eli urn or para

hydroge-n,;- as. appropriate. The pr:essure above the bathwas 

reduced by pumping with the Kinney pump,;- and a-s the bath cooled, 

the gas: condensed int;·o the vapqr-pr-e-s:-s:ure bulb.. The volume o.f 

the vavor-pressure bulb was large enough to a:ssure- that 1 atm 

of gas in the storage bulb would half fill the vapor-pressure 

bulb with liquid. Pumping on the bath was continued until 

the desired temperature· was reached:;: the calorimeter and 

>thermometer attaining thermal equilibrium with the bath through 

the -closed thermal switch~ Then the pumping spe-ed was 

regulated roughly by means of a needle--valve throttle, and 

fine control of th-e bath temperature achi-eved by using the bath 

regulator. The se-nsitivity and power input t'O the regulator

were varied until the trace of the th-ermomet¢r potential wa:s 

steady on the- recorder· c:hart 4 

When the thermometer resistance was steady, the pressure 

inside the bulb was recorded by reading the differential 

height of the mercury manometer thrnugh a Gae-rtner cathe-tome·ter. 
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Pressur·e·s below 60 mrn Hg were observed on a: s'e<;!ond manometer 

.filled with Octoil as· a low-dens·ity (sp. gr. 0 .98) manometer 

.fluid. When both thee va-por pressure and thermometer potential 

were steady; the readings were· recorded.. The thermomet·e·r 

mea:suring current wa-s obs-erved as well as. the thermal emf in 

the thermometer circuit and manometer temperature. The 

system was then allowed to warm t·o the next calibration pqint 

by throttling the· Kinney pump and or increasing the power 

input to the bath temperature regulator. In each calibration,. 

10 . to 14 separate points we·re taken in the· hydrogen region. 

It would have be·en des.irable to obtain as many points in the 

helium range, but the amount of time required to cool the· 

full calorimeter and achieve a constant temperature for so 

many points was quite large in comparison to the duration of 

a filling of liquid heliump therefore; only six to eight 

points could be measured below 4 .2·~·K. 

The the·rmomet,er r:esistanc~--t·emperature relation'ship wan 

derived for each run. The resistance wa-s calculated for each 

point from the thermometer potential and measuring current. 

After correction for thermal emf; the resistance was known 

to + 0.02%. The· corre·.sponding vapor--pre.&:Sure measurement was 

cort·•eated :for gravitational and thermal .... expansion ef.fec·ts~· 

meniscus height anO. capillary depre,ss.ion correctionS' were 

~eglected due to the· wide bore. of the manometers. Oil manomete·r 

r.eading·s were .converted to millimeter'S. of' mercury by using 

the experimentally observed ratios of' the heights. of the two 

manometers at a fixed pressure. The corrected manometer 
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observations were converted to the ab-solute temperature in 'OK 

by interpolation from the 1958 He4 temperature· scal·e16 for 

the helium observations., and by use of the· vapor-pressure--

temperature data of Brickwedde.1 Woolley, and Scott for the 

measurements on liquid and solid parahydrogen~ 17 The 

absolute temperatures were estimated to be accurate to + 0 .. 05% 

(.-v2 millidegrees) in the helium regionj and about+ 0.02% 

in the hydrogen region (2 to 4 millidegrees) . 

Several semi-empirical e·quations have· be·Em suggested and 

u·sed by other workerH to relate the r:e:sistance and ab:solute 

temperature of a carbon-composition thermometer in this 

temperature region .18 In gene·ral thes·e equations (e .·g •J thos:e 

of' Clement and Quinnel18) involve the logarithm of the 

re.sistance and some £'unction of the inver·se temperature. In 

this researchJ the calibration data were approximately re

pre·sented by a .simple function 

loglO R = A + ~ + C2 
T 

(5~7) 

where A, B., and C are empirical constants determined for each 

calibration. Although the equations did not reproduce the 

data exactly, they served admirably as difference function-so 

For each .calibrationj su¢h an empirical function was used 

to calculate 

(5-B) 

The b 1 s were plotted as a function of 1og10 Robs and were 

found to define smooth curves in the regions 10 to 20°K and 

' 
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2 to 4 .. 2'0K. The region between 10 and 4 .2'()-Kj· inacU'easible-

to calibration, wa~ spanned by the curve through the observed 

fl 1 s by graphical curve-fitting. Figure 4 .i:s a typical L p1ot.1 

taken from the •calibration data fqr the run on empty calori·

meter· No ... 2. The dotted lines in the· interp-olation region 

:show t~he extremes of pos:s-ible curves.. In thi.S ca~e,. the 

higher curve i'B not given as.. much weight, .since it depends on 

the highest point (or lowe.st temperature) in the hydrogen regi-on. 

At this -point,_ \;he attainment o:f thermal equilibrium through 

the- solid hydr·ogen is e-low,- and ther.e i·s~. a .correspondingly 

higher uncertainty in the relat.ion~hip of the very ·low yap·o.r 

pressure to the actual tempe-rature of the thermometer. The 

solid line in this: region represents the average curV'e:J chosen 

With due regard to the lesser weight of the maximum curve· .. 

The maximum uncertainty in fl is ± 0 .. 002 :s at a value of 

log10 Robs corr:es;ponding to 7 .25'9-K ._ The uncertainty of 

+ 0.002 in fl means an uncertainty of +-0.025° in the absolute 

t'$mperature Jr or + 0 .55%. To calc-ulate- the temper·atur'¢ for any 

value of log10 Robs~. the corre·sponding value of fl was. read 

from the graph .and used to find log Reale. Then the quadratic 

equation ( 5..-7) was solved for the positive root to give the· 

tempe-r'ature T. 

The uncertainty in the interpolation region was about the 

same for all runs;;: though it tended to be somewhat higher for 

runs on the full calorimeterl the longer equilibrium times 

during the calibrations increased the :scatter of the points 

between 14 and 106 1\: :somewhat. For this reason, the maximum 
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Fig. 4. A 6. plot for thermometer calibration. Data 
taken from run on empty calorimeter No.2. 
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uncertainty of a .single temperature observation in the inter

polation region is estimated to be + 1%. Since, however, it 

is unli.kely that a ·singularity in the temperature...:resistance 

curve exists-in this region, the uncertainty in two clo~ely 

s.paced observations of thermometer resistance to :give 

T2 - T1 = 6T for a heat-capacity measurement should be nearly 

the same and in the same direction. Thus the uncertainty of 

a heat-capacity measurement in this region is not more than 

+ 2%, and is probably much smaller. 

5 .. 4 .5 Calculation of Heat Gapaci ty 

Before each point, the resistance of the calorimeter 

heater was measured by observing the potential drop, EH' 

across the heater at a fixed measuring current IM. With a 

"dummy11 resistor in the circuit in place of the calorimeter 

heater.; the heater curr,ent IH was then standardized across a 

100-ohm NBS :standard re:sistor·.i the currents us.ed range'd from 

500 to 4000 IJ.a. The .standardized IH wa·s. corrected by addition 

or .subtraction of a term 6IH which was the ·sum of two 

quantities: 

a. The heater current was assumed to vary linearly during 

the energy input~ The dif'f.erence between the initial value 

of IH, which was adjusted at some convenient-value--say 

1000 1-J.a, and the final value observed immediately after energy 

input was stopped was divided by two and formed one part of 

the corrective factor labeled + 6I~. 

b. The heater current.; observed halfway thro'J.l.gh the 
I 

heating period,; was c·ompared with IH + 6IH .. The difference 

between the observed and calculated value) caused by the slight 
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diffe-rence between the '1dununy11 resistor and the actual heater, 
11 

was labeled + .t:.IH . 

. Thus .t:.IH = + .t:.IH + .t:.I~. Both corrections were usually negative~ 

and .t:.IH was about 1%-of IH. The time of energy input; t, was 

measured to the nearest 101-J.sec by an electronic timer triggered 

by the starting and stopping of IH. The energy input Lill was 

then calculated from 

(5-9) 

Lead-wire cor~ections were negligible because of the small 

value of lead-wire resistance compared to heater resistance. 

The uncertainty in Lill was.estimated at+ 0.5%. 

It wa·s not feasible to determine .t:.T by multiplying 

Raverage for a given run by ( dR/ dT) >, for the rapid change of 

(dR_dT) would have required a very detailed table of R-T 

value:s for eac·h run. Instead, the .initial and final temperatures 

of a given heat-capacity measurement were calculated. The 

linear portion of the foredrift and afterdrii't_of the thermo...;. 

meter potential were'extrapolated to the midpoint of the 

heating period. After correction for thermal emf; the corres.,... 

pending thermometer resistance was calculated and converted to 

log10R. From the difference plot of .t:. vs log10R,. the value 

of .t:. was obtained and the absolute temperature calculated as 

described in Section 5 .4 .4 . The initial and final temperatures 

of a run dei'ine .t:.T = Tf - Ti, and the total heat capacity is 

' 
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The increment LlT was raised from 2 to s%. of' the absolute 

temperature Rs the measurement·s proceeded from 2 .5° K to above 

the normal boiling point of hydrogen. These small increments. 

reduced to a negligible quantity the error involved in 

as;suming a linear heat capacity between T2 and T1 . 

The heat capacity of the empty calorimeter at TAV was 

subtracted from the total heat capacity, and the fi.nal result 

was obtained by multiplying the heat capacity (6E/LlT)Ag
20 

by the appropriate energy-unit conversion ratio and the mole 

factor to give CP for Ag2o. One calorie was taken to equal 

4 .1840 joules. 

5.4.5 Weights of Calorimetric Samples 

Tl):e calorimeter was weighed.before and after filling 

with the samples,- and the weight·s wer:e ~· 

. (a) finely-divided, annealed Ag20:: 40 . .851 g, or 

0.1751 mole·s 

(b) macrocrystalline Ag20; 71,570 g,. or 0.:3092 moles 

(c) empty calorimeter No.2: 28.495 g 

The full calorimeter was. reweighed at the completion of the 

run·s on each sample, and no change in weight was found when 

compared to the original value. This precaution was taken to 

assure that no s·~ple was lost. during the evacuation of the 

calorimeter. 
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THE HEAT CAPACITY OF Ag2o 

6.1 The Heat Capacity of Annealed Ag2o 
from 15 to·S0°K 

The heat capacity of the empty gold calorimeter was 

measured and found to be the same Rs previously determined 

by Gerkin . 4 Then seven runs were made with the ·same sample 

of' annealed Ag2o in the calorimeter. Runs 1 and 2 were 

unknowingly made without the presence of exchange gas in the 

calorimeter_, for the gas had accidentally escaped through a 

slow leak in the calorimeter cap. The absence of exchange 

gas resulted in nonlinear temperature· afterdrifts and very 

slow attainment of thermal equilbrium. The uncertainty in the 

extrapolation of' the af'terdrif't to determine the final 

temperature·. of a measurement was as great as + 10%. For this 

reason; the resultS' of' these- fir·st two seri¢s of' measurements 

we·re discarded. 

After the presence of' exchange gas in the calorimeter 

was insured, Runs 3_,4,5,6, and 7 A-B were made on the same 

sample. In the-se runs, all thermal fore-after'""drif'ts were 

linear and there was no dif'ficulty in extrapolating the·se t~ 

the middle o:f the energy-input period in all cases. The 

experimental results are given in Table IV. Runs 3 and 4 

covered the interval from 15 to 80°Ki Runs 6 and 7B were 

de.signed to examine the anomalous region more closely and 

'extended only to about 40°K;. and Runs 5 and 7A w:ere intended 

to investigate the-rmal hysteres·i·s in the anomalous region. 
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Table IV.. Heat capacity of annealecr A~O .. All units exc·ept 
. . . . ' -1 . -1 

temperature are calorles degree mole ·. 

Run 3 

T· ;oK (tJr/ 6T) total (6H/ 6 T).empty cP .. 6CP AV 
Ag20 Ag2 o 

15. ~11 2 .~229 0.803 2.593 + 0 .. 143 

17.12 2.695 1.118 2.868 ·- 0 •. 011 

19.45 3.631 1.569 3.750 + 0 .. 263 

21.945 4.766 2.102 4.844 + 0. 727 

24 .. 415 5.940 2.638 6.005 + 1.350 

27.510 6.501 3.312 5.945 + 0.625 

31.113 7.668 4.102 6.485 + 0.487 

'35 .288 8 •. 681 5.002 6.690 + 0.040 

39.994 9 •. 956 5.900 7 • .376 + 0.105 

45.112 1l.l$JO 6 .• .851 7~890 + 0 .. 047 

51.024 12.537 7.791 8 .. 631 + 0.280 

57.459 13 .• 469 8.622 8.814 - 0.006 

64.706 14.533 9.419 9.300 + 0.039 

72 .449 15AOY:. 10.130 9.:585 0.039 

80.986 is .317 . 10.753 10 .. 118 + 0· •. 017 
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Table IV. (continued) 

Run 4 

TAVo-K (Lili/ t:.T) total (t:.H/t:.T)empty Cp 
. Ag2 o 

6Cp 
Ag2 0 

14.25 1.842 0.668 2.135 + 0.011 

16.09 2.361 0.946 2.57:3 - 0.027 

17.84 2.978 1.240 3.161 + 0.059 

19.63 3.676 1.608 3.761 + 0.223 

21.371 4.492 1.977 4 .. 574 + 04.722 

23.071 5.309 2.349 5.383 + 1.013 

24.591 5.881 2.677 5.8.26 + 1.106 

26 .068 . 6.133 2 .99.3 5.710 + 0.672 

27 .68'7 6.593 3.349 5.899 + 0.539 

29.446 7.158 3.733 6.228 + 0.530 

31.457 7.705 4.179 6.412 + 0 .. 352 

33.722 8.635 4.686 7.181 + 0.763 

36 .323 9.062 5.212 7.001 + 0.191 

39.464 9 •. 689 5.799 7.074 ... 0.136 

43 .207 10.709 6.495 7.663 + 0.014 

4 7 .412 11.645 7.244 8.003 - 0.062 

51.882 12.54:3 7.904 8.436 ... 0.002 

56.866 13.392 8.552 8.802 + 0.023 

61.568 14 .095 9.090 9.102 + 0.022 

66.720 14.790 9.620 9.402 

71.961 15~391 10.089 9 •. 642 

77.434 15.897 10 .. 518 9.782 

82.985 16.437 10.900 10.069 



Table IV. (continued) 

Run 5 

T. °K (.6.H/ .6.T) total (,6.H/.6.T)empty cP ~cP AV Ag2 0 Ag2 o 

22 • .802 4.599 2.294 4 • .192 - 0.118 

24 .. 103 S.268 2.569 4.908 + 0.$31 

. 24 .668 5o291 . 2 .690 4 0 730 .o 
25 ... 15.5 .5 .524 2.797 4 .,:9'5,9 + 0 .• 124 

25.718 5. 795 .2 .920 5 .• 228 + 0.:258 

26 •. 826 6.180 3.160 5.A9:2 + 0.272 

28.452 6 .. 798 3.512 5.976 + 0.396 

30.615 7.510 3.996 6.390 + Oo:400 

32.856 8.001 4 A89 6.387 0 

39 .738 . 9 .867 5.849 7.307 - 0 •. 004 . 

44.862 11.185 6.802 7.970 + 0.040 

50.337 12 .• 289 7 •. 689 8 .3'65 +• ,Q: •. Ol5 

R:un 6 

14.80 2 •. 205 0.745 2.655 + 0.355 

16.50 2 ~56.:3 1.012 2.820 + 0.060 

.18 .43 3.170 lo364 3.284 + 0 .. 051 

20.469 4,092 1.784 4.197 + OA45 

22 ,.,447 5.006 2 .. 212 5.081 + 0.849 

24.273 5 .. T37 2.609 5 .. 688 +~ 1.046 

25.851 6.146 2.951 5.810 + 0.830 

2'7 .328 6.429 3.266 5.752 + 0.470 

29 "OoO 6.:978 .3 .642 6.066 + 0.448 

'4 51.053 7 <;.766 4.091 6 •. 683 + 0.703 

33.441 8.156 4 .. 629 6.414 + 0.046 

36.167 9 .. 024 5 .. 181 6.988 + 0.178 

39 .454 . 10.052 5.800 7.732 + 0.526 
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Table- IV. (continued) 

Run 7A 
,lo 

TAV~K (t.H/t.T)tota1 t.H/ t.T) t emp y cP 
Ag2 0 

t.Cp 
Ag2 0 

14.66 2.197 0.709 2.706 + 0.386 

16.39 2.713 0.993 3 .. 128 + 0.353 

18.54 3.238 1.387 3.366 + 0.021 

20.669 4.168 1.829 4.253 + 0.433 

22.761 5.155 2.280 5.228 + 0.908 

25.679 6.066 2.911 5.737 + 0.767 

29 .054 q.155 3.649 6.376 + 0.671 

32.494 7.946 4.407 6.436 + 0.116 

36 .230 9.395 5.195 7.638 + 0.766 

40.458 10.042 5.988 7.372 - 0.013 

44.992 11.145 6.822 7 .. 861 + 0.001 

49.705 12 .14 7 7.600 8.269 - 0.016 

Bun 7B 

27.990 6.578 3.414 5.754 + 0.279 

30.717 7.448 4.018 6.237 + 0.257 

33.-410 8.146 4.622 6.408 - 0.062 

36 .548 8 .. 899 5.251 6.634 - 0.276 

39.958 9.862 5.890 7.223 0 .. 107 
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Fig. 5 . 'Heat capacity of annealed, finely divided 
silver oxide. b.: Run No. 3;0t Run No.4} 

D : Run No . 6; _V : Run No • 7B • 
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Fig. 6. Extra heat capacity (ilCp) of annealed, finely 
divided silver oxide for finely divided, annealed 
sample. 0: Run No. 3;0: Run No.4; il: Run No.6; 
V : Run No . 7B . 
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Fig. 7. Extra heat capacity of silver oxide for a 
finely divided,. annealed sample, showxng the effect 
of cooling only to the anomalous region. 0 : Run . 
No. 5, cooled to 22° K; 0 : Run No. 7 A, cooled to 
27°K. The dotted line is the envelope of the 
points of Runs~, 4; 6,. and 7B. ' 
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The data reveal an unusually large ,B:eatt-ering o:f p·ointn from 

any c_oncei vable: 1;1mooth curve between $0 and 40e:K. The 

unc,ertainty o:f this: typ$' of' heat-ca-pacity measurement i.s 

usually e-stimaterd at no mt>re than ± 1% above . 20-o:K and no 

more than ± s% below 206K~14 considerable recalculation of 

a11 data,, which should have re·duC"ed the uncertainty, was not 

· able to bring the aberrant points. in line. In each run, one 

or two points lie: much further away from a :smooth curve than 

the uncertainty . .in th.e measurements would appear to allow, 

and in all ca~e'B there are points :rrom other .runs at that 

temperature that_ do fall near the .mn:ooth eurve o .• Furthermore, 

the ac-attered po.intS'.at'$ all higher· than the ~mooth curvet 

random err-q:r?:s would tend to di.stribut¢· them ·below as well as 

abqve the ba'S'e line·. 

As.ide :from the puzzling behavior between ~o and 4oo·K\~ 

the heat--capacity data are consi'S'tent with each other for 

the several runs:~ and tn:e're i:s no indication that any 

:significant change .in the anomalous heat capacity occur.f? with 

repeated warming and cooling of a: given s:ample. 

Both the annealed sample of' Ag2o used in the previous 

measurements and macrocrystalline Ag2o (Gerkin's calorimetric 

sample) were .investigat~-d below 156 K. The heat capacity of' 

the empty .calorimeter N:P.; 2 wa'S mea.s'llre·d fir.s:t~ the results 

are given in Tabl=e v. Preliminary measu~ments of the heat 

·capacity o:r Ag2 o .in cal:orimete-r No~ 1 indicated that th¢' large 



Ta:b1e v. H.eat capadity of empty calorimeter No. 2 

TAV lili/llT Tft.v .lili/ !::.T 

(~K) (jou1es/° K) (oK) (jou1·es/°K). 

2.807 2.38 9.960 36.41 

2.890 1.88 10.670 44 .. 02 

,'5 .029 2.03 11.430 51.97 

3.146 2.20 12.272 65.12 

3.283 2.38 13.158 76.60 

3.405 2.70 14.075 93.32 

3 .63.9 2.99 15 .041 112 .. :3 

3.884 3.48 16.087 137.0 

4.1~4 3.99 17 .. 072 157.4 

4.400 4.62 17.943 189 .. 6 

4.679 5.'57 18.961 224~S 

4.906 6.38 19 .984. 271.3 

5.322 7.32 21.001 :314 .9 

5.666 8.34 22.087 376.9 

6.004 9.81 23.173 441 .. 3. 

6.401 11.47 24.293 518.5 

6.B51 15.5.4 25 .• 352 615.6 

7.328 16.02 26.389 703.9 

7.842 19.21 

8.423 2$.T9 

8.996 27.98 

9.56:3 32 .5.4 

10.202 38.63 



size of the ·sample caused long delays_ and cqrresponding 

uncertainti-eS-/in attaining thermal equilibrium after· energy 

input. Consequently,. the me-asurements in calorimeter No. 1 

are not given here . 

Annealed Ag2 0 was measured in calorime-ter No • 2 in a 

double run, Run I-II. The first part consisted of cooling 

the sample to 9.5°K,. followed by heat--capacity observations 

to 25°K. Then the calorimeter was cooled to 2.3°K and the 

heat capacity measured up to 27°K. The results are given in 

Table VI. The purpo·se of the split run was to observe the 

effect of supercooling on the extent of the anomaly. The 

decreasing -sensitivity of the· thermometer above 25~'K pre

cluded ob-servations. much above this temperature·_, and the runs 

were terminated shortly above 25°K. Figure B shows CP for 

both sections of' the split run; the slight difference between 

the experimental results and the data reported in Section 6.1 

(dotted line) i.s probably due to the different temperature 

scale·s. 

After the samp1e of finely--divided, annealed Ag2o was 

removed,. calorimeter No. 2 was loaded with macrocrys.talline 

Ag20 and the heat capacity measured from 3.2 to 23°K in one 

continuous experiment;· Run III . The :results: are given in 

Table VII. The data agFe·e with the me-asurements ot Gerkin 

on the same sample· between 13 and 23·a·K. There is no 

detectable anomaly. Figure 9 illustrates the heat-capacity 

data for both samples of' Ag2o up to 25.°K.. The heat-capacity 

curves cros.s. at 14.°K, and below this temper·ature, the finely-



(0°K) 

10.184 
10.389 

10.714 
11.178 
l) .723 
12.391 
13.096 
13.869 
14.388 
15.356 
16 .421 
17.607 
18.958 
20.010 
21.329 
22.352 
23.302 
24.289 
25 .243 
25.894 
26.667 

2.179 
2.223 
2.285 
2.396 

.2 .543 
2. 712 
2.907 
3.102 
3.290 
3.487 

,3'•704 
3.963 
4.239 
4.806 
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Table vr. Heat capacity of annealed Ag2o 

(~H/ bT) t. t 1 . . o a 

857.8 
898.6 

962.8 
1043.1 
1152.8 
1265.0 
1431.7 
1595.4 
1702 .1 
1944.7 
2208.4 
2520,4 
3021.6 
3575.9 
3958.8 
4382.5 
4592.2 
4730.6 
4813.8 
4683.2 
4817.8 

31.72 
39.13 
47 .. 17 
51.09 
58o26 
66.13 
77.76 
90.04 

105.1 
122 .8 
133.7 
155.5 
186.3 
237.8 

Run I:: 10 to 27°K 

(Lili/~T)empty (l.H/ !i.T) Ag
2

0 

(mjoules/°K) (mj:mles/°K) 

Run 

38.7 
40.95 

44.4 
49.6 
53.0 
64.8 
75.6 
88.9 
93.5 

118.5 
145.2 
179.2 
227.1 
270.5 
334.8 
393.2 
455.0 
5.2'6 .7 
604 60 
660.5 
735 .. 8 

II: 2 

1.11 
1.15 
1.20 
1.31 
lo46 
1.63 
1.87 
2.13 
2.41 
2. 72 
3.12 
3.62 
4.23 
5.70 

to 

819.1 
857.7 

918 .. 4 
993.5 

1099.8 
1200.2 
1356.2 
1506.5 
1608.6 
1826 .2 
2063 .2 
2341.2 
2794.5 
·3305 .4 
3624.0 
3989.3 
413.7.2 
4203.9 
4209.8 
4022 .7 
4.082 .. 0 

27°K 

30.61 
37.98 
45.97 
49.78 
58.80 
64.50 

.75.89 
87.91 

102.7 
120.1 
130.6 
151.9 
182.1 
232.1 

c 
PAg 0 

(. .! -1 
cal deg mole 

1.118 
1.171 

1.254 
1.356 
1.501 
1.638 
1.851 
2.056 
2.196 
2.493 
2.816 
3.196 
3.814 
4.512 
4.947 
5.445 
5.647 
5.738 
5.746 
5.491 
5.572 

0.0418 
0.0518 
0.0628 
0 .. 0680 
0.0775 
0.0880 
0.1036 
0.1200 
0.1401 
0.1639 
0.1783 
0.2074 
0.2485 
0.3168 



(oK) 

5.139 
~-5A64 

5.988 
6.356 
6' .. 771 
7.247 
7.758 
8 .34.0 
8.982 
9. 713 

10.622 
11.438 
13.010 
13.808 
14.749 
15 .774 
16.875 
18.090 
19 .203 
20 o361 
21 .. 653 
23.084 
24.567 

(!iH/iiT)total 

0fjoules/° K) 

275.5 
310.6 
375.5 
392.6 
468.0 
493.5 
575.2 
666.4 
745.9 
86.9 .o 

1005.0 
1147.3 
1424.5 
1633.6 
1827 .6 
2096 .4 
2421.3 
2644.7 
3151.0 
3543.0 
4124.8 
4591.3 
4 798.3 
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Table VI (continued) 

(iiH/ LiT) empty 

.4rJJ oule s/° K) 

6.71 
7.77 
9.68 

11.20 
13.10 
15.49 
18.48 
22.42 
27.43 
34.12 
42.55 
52 .15. 
74.55 
88.00 

105.8 
128.4 
157.8 
193.3 
237.4 
286.0 
352.2 
440.4 
548.5 

( LiH/ ,6. T) Ag2 0 

4rJJ oules/° K) 

268.8 
302.8 
365.8 
381.4 
454.9 
478.0 
556.7 
644 .o 
718.5 
834.9 
962 .4 

1095.1 
134.9. 9 
1545.6 
1721.8 
1968.0 
2263.5 
2451.4 
2915.6 
3257.0 
3772 .. 6 
4150 .. 9 
4249.8 

c 
PAg 0 

( -i -1 cal deg mole 

0.3669 
0.4133 
0.4997 
0.5206 
0.6208 
0.6524 
0.7599 
0.8790 
0.9806 
1.140 
1.314 
1 .. 495 
1.843 
2.110 
2.350 
2.686 
3.089 
3.343 
3.977 
4.466 
5.149 
5 .. 666 
5 .. 801 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the heat-capacity data for small
particle, annealed silver oxide obtained in the 
two different cryostats. b.: sample cooled to 
10° K# 0 : sample cooled to 2 .2° K . 



Table VII. Heat capacity of' macrocrystalline Ag2 o 

Run III: 3.3 to 20o-K 

TAV (.0.H/ .0.T) total ( b.H/ .0.T) empty ( .0.H/ .0.T) A 0 cP g2 Ag2 0 

(oK) (mj oule s/° K) (mjoules/°K) (mjoules/°K)(cal -1 -1) deg mole 

3~328 380.9 . 2.45 378.4 0.2929 
3.358 400.7 2.52 398.2 0.34 79 
3.402 382.5 2.58 379.9 0 .. 2940 
3.461 401.8 2.65 399.1 0.3089 
3.-536 408.1 2.77 405 •. 3 0.3137 
3.635 432.9 2 .92 430.0 0.3327 
3.761 458.0 3.21 454 .. 8 0.3519 
3.904 482.5 3.48 479 .. 0 0.3706 
4.079 498.2 3.80 494.4 0.3826 
4.185 524.2 4.11 520.1 0.4025 
4 .478 580.5 4.59 575.9 0.4457 
4.713 626.3 5.88 620.4 0.4802 
4 .. 992 688.7 6.30 682.4 0.5281 
5.272 747.9 7.19 740.7 0.5733 
5.574 806.3 8.22 798.1 0.6177 
5.924 882 .6 . 9.50 873.1 0.6757 
6.317 964.9 11.3 '953".,6 0.7~80 
6 0 740 1058.0 13.1 1044 .. 9 0.8087 
7.191 1152.7 . 14.8 1137.9 0.8807 
7.679 ,1257.9 18.2 1239.7 0.9594 
8.183 1344.2 22.4 1321.8 1.023 
8.724 1488 •. 4 25.5 1462 .9 1.132 

.9.268 1590.8 29.7 1561.1 1.208 
9.784 1719.3 34.0 1685.3 1.304 

10.329 1845.5 39.3 1806 .. 2 1.398 
10.877 1956.1 45.3 1910.8 1.479 
11.440 2151.4 52.1 2099.3 1.625 
12 .042 2288.7 59.8 2228.9 10 725 
12.739 2467.8 70~0 2397.8 1.856 
13.544 2731 .4 83.2 2648.2 2.050 
14 .468 3051.6 100.0 2951.6 2.284 
15.449 3277.8 120.8 3157 .. 0 2.443 
18 .487 4429.7 206.4 4223.3 3.269 
19.426 4817.8 244.0 4573.8 3.540 
20 .. 312 5059 .2 282 .o 4777.2 3.697 
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Fig. 9. Heat capacity of silver oxide at lower 
temperatures. 0 : large particle, highly annealed 
sample; ~: small particle, annealed sample; 
0 : Ref. 4. The dotted line is the De bye- extra
polation by Gerkin. 
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divided annealed sample has a lower heat capaeity than.maero--

crystalline Ag2o. 

The uncertainty in the heat capacity is estimated at 

+ 1% in the regions where the thermometer was directly 

calibrated. In the interpolation region,; the· uncertainty 

may be as high as + 2%, but the individual points fit a 

smooth curve much better than this. The principal source 

of the uncertainty is the relationship of the thermometer 

resistance to the true sample temperature. The attainment 

of thermal equilibrium" as determined by the linearity of the 

temperature drift of the thermometer, was achieved in a few 

minutes after energy input at very low temperatures (2 to 4°K) 

and high temperature-s {18 to 27c()K):; in the intermediate 

range; the time required.increased to a-maximum of 15 to 

20 min at about l0°K and then decreased 6 Although the heat-

exchange rate between the calorimeter and i t.s. surroundings 

was.very low, there remained some uncertainty in the final 

heat capacity because of the rather long equilibrium timeo 

6.3 Thermodynamic Propertiecs.of Ag2o 
-· . 15 15 0 The thermodynamic funct.ions ; s0 and H0 -H0 for Ag2o 

were obtained by graphical integration of the curves Cp/T.VE 

T and CP vs T, respectively. This was done for both sample·s 

investigatedo Table VIII gives the results as well as the 

values obtained by extrapolation of the Debye function by 

Pitzer and Smith for unanneal~d Ag2o and Gerkin for macro

crystalline Ag20. . The thermodynami-c function·s 3°, (H0 -Hg)/T3 



Type of" 
Ag20 

Macro-
crystalline 

Annealed 

Unannealed 

·'" 
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Table VIII. 

T so 
Ag2 o 

(oK) ( -1 -1) .cal deg mole 

0-15 1.59 + .. 02 

15-298 27 ... 32 + .05 

Total 28.91 + .07 

0-15 1.32 + .02 

anomaly 0.36 + .02 

15--298 27.32 + .05 

Total 29.00 + 0.1 

0-15 ""' 1.07 -f .05 

anomaly 0 .. 48 + .03 

15-298 .27 .64 + 0.1 

Total 29.19 + 0.2 

Source 

Gregor.; observed 

Gerkin., ob-served 

Gregor, observed 
Gregor; observed 
bas:ed on Gerkins 1s 

data 

estimated 
Pitzer and Smith, 

observed 
based on Gerkin's 

data 



and (Hg; .. F0 )/T. at 298 .15,oK for the three kinds of Ag2o di.s

cus:sed are given in Table IX. The functions for macro-

crystalline Ag2o were determined by combining the data_ of 

Ge.rkin · above 15o-K with the data observed here below 15aK. 

For annealed Ag2o,. the heat-capacity data above 40°K agree 

quit-e· well with Gerkin 1 s results, indicating that annealing 

has eliminated the extra heat capacity of unannealed Ag2o 

that was attributed to surface contributions. Although there 

are ho data above 85"K; it seems reas<;>nable to assume that the 

heat capacity of macrocrystalline- and annealed Ag2o ar·e 

practically the same up to 298°K. For this reason, the 

thermodynamic function·s for annealed Ag2o are based on 

Gerkin t·s data above l5°K and the observations report-ed here 

for the region 0 to l5°K and the anomalous hump. Finally, 

the functions· for unannealed Ag2 ~ are given. The result:s of 

Pi tze·r and Smith are used above 15° K,. An analysis of the 

low-temperature data of Pitz-er and Smith (12 .90 to 15'°K) 

indicated that the be:st fit oc-curred with the Debye function 

D(72/T) . By the use of this function,. the 

were extrapolated.to 0°K, and the value of 

heat-capacity data 
15 s0 was 

. -1 -1 1.07 + .05 cal deg mole . -1 -1 This is 0.1 cal deg mole higher 

than the value given by Pi tz·er and Smith. In the absence of 

experimental data, the extent of the deviation of the heat 

capacity from the Debye a-pproXiJ!lation is not known, and the .. 

entropy value giv_:en must be taken as the minimum value. How-

eve.r it is unlikely that the aetual heat capacity is. much 

higher than the Debye extrapolation, if the trend ob,aerved 
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Table IX. Entropy, enthalpy, and free-energy functions 
.of Ag2 0 (anneal·ed) at 298 .l5°K 

Sample 

· Large 
(this 

particle 
research) 

Small particle 
(thi'S research) 

Large particlea 

Unannealedb 

a Gerkin 

so 

28.91 + 

29 .oo + 

28 .:38 + 

29.09 + 

bPitzer and Smith 

0.07 

0.1 

0 .. 1 

0.2 

Ho Ho (Hg - F0 )/T 0 

. 3398 + 5 17 .. 55 + 0.1 

3397 + 10 1'7.61 + 0.1 

3395 + s 16.99 + 0.1 

3427 + 5 ·17.60 + 0.2 
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in macrocrystalline and annealed Ag2o holds up for unannealed 

Ag2o. 

It is interesting to note that the thermodynamic pro

perties of annealed Ag2o at 298.l5°K are not very different, 

despite the presence of a heat capacity anomaly in small 

particle annealed Ag2o. The anomalous heat capacity found in 

this type of sample is almost exactly counterbalanced by the 

higher heat capacity of large-particle annealed Ag2o below 

140'K. This somewhat unusual behavior leads to the supposition 

that the diverse heat capacities of the various sampleS of 

Ag2o all stem from the same underlying cause; that is, the 

somewhat bewildering variety of behavior :with respect to 

parti.cle s.ize, heat treatment, etc .. might. be interpretable 

in terms. of the rather unusual crystal structure of Ag2o. This 

idea is discussed in the next chapter. 

.. 
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DISCUSSION 

7.1 General 

Before discu'Sl$ing the results.t it is, helpful to redefine 

the types. of Ag2o samples used. Ther:e are three kinds.: 

1. The highly annealed, large-particle sample is 

referred to as macrocrystalline Ag2o; 

2. The annealed, small-particle Ag2o prepared in this. 

research is called annealed Ag2o; 

3. Ag2o .which has not been heated above lOO'oC will be 

known as ordinary or unannealed Ag2o. 
The most .interesting features of' the heat-capacity data 

present in Chapter VI are; 

1 . The anomalous "hump" ha·s reappeared for annealed 

Ag20J however;t it is narrower and the maximum temperature 

is lower, approximately 23°K; 

2. The heat""'capacity curves of macrocrystalline and 

annealed Ag20 crnss at 14 °'K.1 the heat capacity of the 

former being higher relow l4°K~ 

3. The heat capacity o.f Ag2o below l5°K i:s considerably 

higher than predicted by a Deby.e extrapolation based on 

data between 15 and ~0°K. 

4. The ext.ra entropy associated with the 11hump" of annealed 

Ag2o is only slightly greater than the extra entropy 

associated with the higlbler capacity of larg.e-particle 

Ag20 below l4°K. 

It is evident that the high heat capacity region near 25°K is 
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not primarily as:sociated with the phenomenon of heat evolution 

at 100 to 200.oC observed by Kobayashij since the 11 hump" has 

reappeared in the annEfaled sample which is. known to have 

undergone the Kobayashi annealing effect. However, annealing 

does reduce the surface area of the sample, probably due to 

sinte·ring, and there is a connection between the extent of 

surface and the size of anomaly. Figure 10 shows that the 

extra entropy associated with the anomaly is proportional to 

the square root of the surface area_of the Ag2o sample 

(assuming that macrocrystalline Ag20 has a.negligible small 

surface area)« This dependency provides some additional 

insight into the nature of the me·chanism causing the anomaly. 

It seems probable that the cause is not due to individual 

atoms- on the ·surface (such as order-disorder or quasi-melting 

transrormations) or to collective modes o.f vibration on the 

s'urface alone. These ideas have been discus:sed previously11 

and considered to be unlikely because o.f the large number-of 

atoms that would have to be present on the surface. They 

appear even more unlikely now, for such mechanisms lead to a 

first-power dependence of the extra entropy on the surface 

area. It appears,. then, that the anomalous heat capacity is 

associated with some bulk property of Ag2o. 
Since annealing at 180°C is not suf'ficient to remove the 

anomalous humpy. it is apparent that the hum:p is.- not primarily 

associated with Schottky-type transitions involving energy 

state·s arising f'rom extensive local disorder in the crystal 

structure. The energy a'Ssociated with a system of' energy 
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A. 
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B. 
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Fig. 10. Extra entropy LiS associated with the anomalous 
heat capacity of silver oxide as a function of the 
surface area A. 
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levels €. of multiplicity g. is given by 
l l 

z g € e-€i/kT 
i i i 

U = "' - € ./ kT 
LJ g

1
e l 

and the heat capacity is the temperature derivative 

fr 
C = nkl 

(7-1) 

which indicates that the heat capacity above the maximum 

temperature decreases as T-2 . Figure 6 shows that the anomaly 

is much sharper than a Schottky anomaly. In addition, the 

number of transitions would.have to be of the order of 1023 

to account for the magnitude of the energy associated with 

the hump,. for the anomalous behavior is reve·rsible and can 

only involve ene·rgies of the order of kT. At 25° K~ this is 
. -15 -1 23 4 x 10 erg molecule , and there would have to be 10 · 

transitions to give an energy of the order of 10 cal mole.- 1 

which is observed .. Electronic transitionscan be ruled out 

immediately on the basis of the large number of electrons 

r·equired. Electron spin res.onance shows that the upper ·limit 

of free electron concentration is several orders of magn\i tude 
23 less than 10 ; and the energy gap between the valence and 

19 conduction bands, about 0.66 ev, in Ag2o would not allow 

such a great number of electrons to be thermally excited to 

the conduction band at 25°K. 
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7 .•. 2 The· Crystal Structure: of Ag2~ 

The crystal structure of Ag2o is that of cuprite ( GUzO) ,. 

usually referred to the unit cell shown in Fig. 11.20 This 

rather uncommon structure has been found for very few other 

compounds.; Pb20 and cs2o are the only other monovalent metal 

compounds which have this. structure., and cs2o is slightly 

20 distorted from cubic symmetry. It was originally thought 

that the high-temperature form of' Ag2S had the cuprite 

21 . structure , but more· recent work has cast doubt upon this 

assignment.20 . The cuprite lattice is. unusual in that it 

consist.s of two interpenetrating . networks . that are nowhere 

connected by primary metal-oxygen bonds. These identic.al 

·sublattic~es are .derived f'rom the idealiz.ed 13-cri.stobali te 

lattice structure by placing oxygen atoms at the lattice· 
I 

:sites and silver atoms midway between the sites. The entire 

structure is generated by displacing one sublattice through 

the distance of· one lattice constant (unit cell edge, equal 

to 4.72 A) with respect to the second sublattice. The crystal 

structure thus-. has cubic :symmetry, but the. coordination 

numbers of the silver and oxygen atoms are very low, being 2 

and 4, res·pecti vely. The structure is. thus. an "open" one, 

in contrast with the dens-e, highly coordinated structures of 

typical ionic s:olids. 

The structure· of Ag2o indicates· that the primary bonding 

is covalent, and this: .ia substantiated by a compari:son of 

the structure energy calculated from the usual equation22 
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Fig. 11. Projection along the cube face of a portion 
or the crystal structure of silver oxide. Large 
circles are oxygen atoms; small circles are 
silver atoms. The atomic positions are given as 
fractions of the unit-cell edge, a = 4.72 A. 
Dotted lines indicate the usual un~t cell 
referred to for silver oxide; dashed lines indicate 
the unit cell of one of the independent sublattices. 
One independent sublattice is shown shaded. 

' 
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and the structure energy obtained from the well-known Born

Haber thermochemical cycle.23 The results of these cal~ 

culations are: 

,crystal 

Ag20 

c 0 ~ 

u0 calc. from 
Eq. ( 7--3) 

- 601 kcal mole -1 

- 575 kcal mole ... 1 

u0 from Born
Habe.r cycl;e 

-1 - 696 kcal mole · 

- 715 kcal mole-1 

Both substances are thus. much mor.e :stable than ionic bonding 

pre'dicts, and consequently-there are :strong directiona:.l 

:rorc·es along the bonds of each sublattice., with conBiderably 

weaker interactions between atoms on di.ffe·rent substructure. 

7 .3 The Behavio.r of Ag2o Und$.r High Pres.sure 

Bridgman observed a transition in Ag2o at pres-su:r>es 

betwe·en 4000 and 8000 kg cm-2 at 30 and 75~C .24 The transition 

was reversible,; though With hy:steresis., and the volume 

decrease· for the high pre~ssure form was about 5%. There were 

no new x~ray diffraction line'S observed for a sample that 

had been cycled b?tWeen 1 atm and the high .... pre:ssure· limit of 
-2 1200. kg em . The· isothermal comp:r>essibili ty of the high-

pressure phase was rather low--23 x 10-7--about the same as 

quartz. Although Bridgman was able to rule out powder 

sintering as the cause of the transition, he did not suggest 

any other mechanism. 
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Jura and his cow<;>rke.rs have recently studie-d the ele·ctri

ca:l .qonducti vity of Ag2o a-s: a .fune.tion of pres13-ure·1~ and have 

ob:fferved. that . th~ :slope o.f the reuistan~.¢-presaure curve 

decreases- .151ightly at a pre~eure 'Qf' "'"' ~9000 kg cm""2
• 25 Th¢:se 

re:sults were· obta:ined at room temwrature:o When both the 

work of Bridgman and Jura are consid~red,; ther¢ appear:s to 

be a: pos.s:ible :explanati'()n bas:ed on the cryBtal ;Structure of 

Ag2 0 o At room temperature the highe:.s.t fre-quency vibrational 

modes .o.f the atqm:$' ha~e be-en excited.. Eac-h sublattic~ :atom 

tends. to oecupy a mean position which is the c~nter o:f t~ 

vacancy a:ff'orded .by the a:to:rrtB of the ·other lat.tice.. At 

ordinary pre~swre'B",;- th¢ ·a:tructlJ.re i$: . thu:e :sym:rnetri~cal o Atfl th~ 

pre.s:sure i;e increa:aed1 tlilere i:s the po:s:a.ibility that the sub

lattices are .for:ci$d to def'orm :slightly; the increase in 

energy cau-s-ed by the. d.efo.rmation being overbalanced by the 

-entropy deere-as~-,. .since we have 

Ids) . . ~v) ;rav) \d¥ T =, '"'·· \"CtT p- \qp ~ (74) 

whet>.$- (ov/?JT)p is positive and (ov/{}P)T n~gative, making 

:(os/~V) T a po.tdtive ·quantity" ThU:$";r dec!':e.aeing the volume 

deer¢ase:s the entro:PY. o:r the syat;$ntr and t.he :en,tropy o.f the 

h:yg:othetical de-formed structure i·a lowe~r than tha.t .. of the 

s.ymmetric-a:l structuYTe ·" li; is important to nQt.S that the 

structure can de·erease .in its. vo1Ul11~ by a :alight diutprtion 

of the two sublattic'$-s with respect to each oth&rl no re-

The· di-stortion necessitates:. a sligh~ly smaller interatomic 
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distance; which in turn decreases the energy gap between the 

valence and conduction banda, and hence the resistivity 

de·creases at a given temperature .. 

Thus both the experimental results of Bridgman and Jura 

are cqmpatible with the hypothesis that the sublattice 

structures of Ag2o can be deformed when suffici.ent pressure 

is exerted on the substance to overcome the balance between 

the next-nearest neighbor (lattice I - lattice II) attractive 

force and the repulsive force due to the impenetrability of 

the .electron clouds of the vibrating atoms. 

7.4 The Structure of Ag2o and the Anomalou-s 
Low-Temperature· Heat Capacity 

The discus.sion of the previous section may be extended 

to a temperatur·e region below that in which the vibrational 

modes of the crystal are highly excited. Figure 12 shows. the 

variation of GD with temperature for Ag2o, and the maximum 

value of GD i:s about 72'6 K. At 20°K~- then, only the lower

frequency modes are excited. If Ag2o is cooled below this 

temperature, it is. not unreasonable to consider the possibility 

of a -s.light deformation of the :sublattice structures occurring; 

as in the high pressure case, the entropy of the system ia 

lowered by such a shift provided that the volume is decreased. 

This would not be the case if_, for instance, one entire 

sublattice moved rigidly with respect to the other. The 

transition then i·s more properly discus;sed as a deformation 

or "crumpling" of the sublattices. This type of transition 

would be classified as a high-low transition; analogous to the 
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MU-23907 

Fig. 12. Variation of the Debye characteristic 
temperature with temperature for silver oxide. 
fj.: small-particle sample;. 0 : large-particle 
sample. 
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well-known transitions in quartz and cristobalite, which 

proceed from a low-temperature asymmetric' form to a high ... 

temp.erature .:symmetric ·structure .26 The main dif:rerence is 

that the transformation of, ·say, a-.cristobalite to t)-cristo-

balite involves the motion'S of individual atoms with respect 

to their nearest neighbors and thus. occurs at relative-ly 

high temperature·s,- whereas the deformation in Ag2o, occurring 

at low temperatures, may involve the .slight displaC'ement of 

sections of' the .sublattice with respect to each ·othe·r., or may 

be due i;;o the "·settling" of the Ag atoms in a position that 

is ·slightly displac--ed towa·rd one of its twelve neare:st Ag 

atom neighbors. Figure 13 is a diff'erent View of the crystal 

structure of Ag20; the arrows indicate a pos,sible distortion 

of the struc·ture:i inVolving only a slight bending of the 

Ag-0-Ag bond angle (normally 109 deg,. 28 min) to give a more 

clo~sely packed :st.ructure. There are at least ~six likely 

unsymmetrical po.sitions :available .for a given Ag atom. 

The· shirt postulated above qualitatively explains the 

observed features of the· heat capacity of Ag2o: 

a. the energy required to restore· the high-t•emperatur.e 
. 

symmetry appear·s as . a heat capacity anomaly between 20 and 

40°'K. The motion of' a giyen atom from an unsymmetrical to· a 

.:symmetrical position af'fe.cts tb.e' pot,ential energy of its 

neighbors :r encouraging them t 0 pref'er the synune,tric positiOn .. 

Thus the transition is. a .¢ooperative or "avalanche" proC':ess, 

re:sulting in a heat capacity anomaly o'Ver a narrow.temperature 

interval. 

b. the def'ormed. lattice structure impose-s a slightly 
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Fig. 13. View along the Silver-oxygen-silver bond 
axis in the s·il ver oxide crystal structure showing 
the nearest nonbonded silver atoms (2-7) and oxygen 
atoms (8-13) to a given Silver atom (1). Dis
tances between next-nearest neighbors are: 
silver-silver 3 .35 A;- sil ver-oxyg.en 3 .60 A. 
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greate·r re·si:;oring force constant on certain vibrational mod:es, 

which increases the fre·qu~ncy of the·se modes.. At a given 

'temperature,- this means a slight d-e·crea"S'e· in the degree of 

excitatiqn and thus a slightly lowe·r heat capac·ity for the 

def·ormed structure than for the undef'ormed ·sample. 

It is nece:s.sary now to consider pcrssible r:ea'Sons for the 

beha:vio.r of the heat-ca:paci ty anomaly with respect to the 

degr:e'e of annealing and r.elati ve particle size. It has be-en 

mentioned that there is a r·elationship. between the surface 

area and the entropy of the anomaly. The :structure of any real 

crystal i:S undoubtedly .slightly def'ormed at the :surface 

bec-ause· of' the absence of compensating bonding f'orces.beyond 

the outermost atomic plane. Lennard-Jone:s and Dent have 

calculated that.the lattice constant of typical ionic crystals 

may be· s% smaller at the surfac-e than it i:s in the interior.27 

It is po.ss.ible that in Ag2 o the· transition to the asynunetric 

form begins at the surface and proceeds. inward. If the 

transition has~ a r:ather slow rat-e, the time required for 

ma~rocry~s·talline Ag2o (2 x 105 A,, "" 1 .• 2 x 1014 atoms/ crystal~ 

lite) to transform may be so very much longer than :for 

Drdinary Ag20 (-v 2 x 102 A~: 1.2 x 105 atoms/crystallite) that 

the transition .i:s not. notic-ed under -ordinary experimental 

conditions. However, transition's .such as postulated here 

usually occur quite rapidly, and there was no detectable 

anomaly in a sampl.e of macr·ocrystallin$ Ag2 0 kept below 10-oK 

for three days. 

An alternative explanation, which appears at lea:s:t a:s 
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attractive as the one given above; is that the tran-.s;formation 

is not allowed to proceed in macrocry.stalline Ag2o because

of" the presenc.e of' interstitial Ag atom-s which keep the' sub ... 
I 

lattices in their high-temperature position. It has already 

been mentioned (Section III). that the exces·s Ag in macro

crystalline Ag2o appears to be distributed uniformly through 

the crystal_, wher·ea-s the excess metal atoms are probably 

localized at or near the surface in annealed Ag2o. Pre

sumably the much higher annealing temperature and longer time 

used by Gerkin4 in the preparation of macrocrystalline Ag2o 

allowed Ag to dif'"f'"use to a uniform equilibr-ium concentration 

throughout the crystal. If the transition in Ag2o involve'S 

the deformation of one rather rigid sublattice with respect 

to another_, the presence of an interstitial atom for every 

-.v 300 1attic.e atoms may be enough to prevent the distortion. 

The dependenc·e of' the transition 1 s maximum temperature 

on particle size and or-:Surface area indicates that the smaller 

particles are able to transform at a higher temperature. 

This. is, the probable rea-son for the anomalous heat capacity 

being broader and shallower than a typical cooperative 

anomaly~ the 11 blurring" of' the peak being caused by a wide 

range in particle- 'size. 

7.5 The Anomalous Heat Capacity and the Ising Lattice 

The dis-tortion of the structure of Ag2o has many of' the 

a~spects that have been as'Sociated with :such phenomena as 

ferromagnetism.. If we assume that there is -.some property cr 
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a:sBociated with the lattice sites in the def'ormed structure 

(such as a set of' poBition vectors to like nearest ... neighbor 

.sites), then it is clear that cr dan be labeled with a value, 

·say 1 or -1-; corr·esponding to a particular di:storted form . 

In the high t-emperature formr the rr values are randomized, 

since the symmetry of the structure represent's a dynamical 

average of the di st.orted forms . The parameter cr i:s thus 

roughly analogous to a magnetic moment or "spin" • The 
28 Ising model of' a two-dimensional .lattice with some 

( uns·pecif'ie'd) Bpin .at each lattice. point capable- of inter'-

action with nearest neighbors can be us:ed as a basis towa:rd:s 

a somewhat more quantitative discussion of the heat capac·ity 

anomaly in Ag2 0 •. 

Fqr· the square Ising lattice, an ef'f'ective energy term 

can be written28 

where J i·s the interaction energy and i.,.k are nearest 

neighbors. This. ia. the ,equation character·izing the Ising 

model in the abs~ence of a magnetic f'i.eld. The partition 

function i' for the' Ising model is 

where I 
<i,k) 

.sums over all direct neighbor.s and I ·sums over 

cri= +1 
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the 2N combinations + of the N "spins". The energy of the 

system is 

ln F ) 
dT 

and the heat capacity is 

dU C = R
2 

( o2 
ln f ) 

dT = T o2 (1/T) 

(7-7) 

(7-8) 

The difficulty of evaluating f for real physical systems is 

extreme; but it can be shown28 that for a two-dimensional 

square Ising net, the significant quantity is 

X = lim (f(N) }l/N (7-9) 
N=a 

where f(N) is defined by Eq. (7-6). In the case of the square 

net where the interactions J and J 1 are equal, we have 

ln X = ln (2 cosh(2J/kT) } 
1/2 7f 

+ ! j in { l + ( l - '{ sirh!) l/2} d¢ 
0 

where the parameter K is given by 

K = 2 sinh (2J/kT) 
cosh2 (2J/kT) 

( 7-10) 

(7-11) 

The first term in Eq. (7--1,0) leads to a value for the energy: 

2J U ~ - 2NJ tanh kT (7-12) 
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The -s·econd term vanishes for very high and very low temperatures, 

but reaches a maximum at an intermediate temperature, becoming 

in fact singular at its- highest point. The parameter K is 

never larger than 1, and reaches its .maximum value at T ·· ; c, 

for which we have 

. h 2J 1 Sln. kT = 
c 

(7-13) 

• J 0.441 -. kTC -

At Tc' the integral of Eq .. (7-10) become'S singlJ,lar and -so does 

A.. Using Eqs. (7-7) and (7-9), we can .show the energy to be 

U(T) = .... NJ coth M [1 + ;cl - K2 ) G(K)] (7-14) 

where the plus sign holds above T and the minus sign below, c 

G(K) i·s the complete elliptic integral at Tc-' K2 
== 1, and 

there is a logarithmic singularity in G(K). Thus the energy 

b-ehave.s as - ( T-T ) .in I T:_T . I in the immediate neighborhood of ' c c 

Tc. The heat capacity can be computed by differentiating 

Eq. (7-14). Figure 14 shows the calculated value of the heat 

capacity and the experimental points for annealed Ag2o. 

Although the experimental data follow the same shape of curve 

as the calculated one, they are considerably lower. 

The treatment given above is not meant to hold rigorously, 

but does serve to show one approach to a semiquantitative 

treatment. of the proposed deformation of the Ag2o lattice. 

The Ising model has. been applied roughly to the high-low 
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transition of quartz, and it is in fair agre-ement with the 

experimental data. The model predicts an R .in .2 entropy 

increase for the low-high transition, and this is approximately 

the observed_value, although the high, thin peak of the 

heat capacity anomaly hinderi:r an accurate estimation of the 

entropy associated with the transition.28 

The interaction energy J can be estimated from Eq. (7-13), 

. 0 -15 . -1 if Tc is taken a·s 22 .5 ·K, and is 1.37 x 10 erg molecule 

This is much smaller than the interaction energy due to 

Vander Waals 1 force in a typical ionic solid such a:s NaC£, 
-13 . . -1 29 which is 2 .08 x 10 erg mole,cule . If the entire crystal 

structure is deformed, the total energy required to restore 

the symmetric structure can be estimated by summing over all 

the molecules and dividing by two. The energy is found to be 
-1 29 cal mole , which is about twice as much as observed for 

unannealed Ag20 (14 .2 cal mole-'1). 

The entropy cannot be evaluated as easily, since there 

wouiid be a high degree of correlation in the deformation of 

the sublattices. In the extreme case, where the entire sub-

lattice move.s as a unit with respec·t .to the second,. the 

entropy expected for :small particles would be 

where N is the number of particles per mole. Even for 

unannealed Ag2o, N cannot be mo:r;-e than 1019 ,. and the entropy 
"·"--.. /""" 

change would be several orders of magnitude smaller than is 

observed. There are two factors that may greatly increase 
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the magnitude of the entropy change as-sociated with the 

transition: 

a. the increased vibrational freedom of' the atoms in the 

symmetric f'orm also increases the entropy of this 

structure; 

p. the correlation of the shift does not extend over 

the entire sublattice of a crystaL. 

It is not possible, in the absence of' further information, to 

e-stimate the entropy change associated with the transition of 

Ag2o on the basis of the model above. 

7.6 The Heat Capacity of Ag2o below.l5°K 

One of' the mo:st interesting observations of' this research 

is the higher heat capacity of macr>qcrystalline Ag2o below 

14°K as. compared to the presumably les-s.perf:ect annealed Ag20. 

Figure 15 compares the data for each sample with the Debye 

extrapolation of' Gerkin. The dif'f'erence in the heat capacities 

of the two samples h<rs been explained quali tati v¢ly as due to 

a slight distortion of the crystal structure of' annealed Ag2o. 

Another way of looking at this is to say that the distorted 

form represents a closeT approach to an isotropic structure 

as f'ar as the propagation of low-frequency acoustical vibrations 

is. concerned:; hence, the distorted or "collapsed" structure 

Will deviate less. from the Debye continuum approximation .. 

The unit cell of Ag2o contain's six atoms and thus it is 

expected that there· will be 3 x 6 = 18 normal modes o.f 

vibration associated with the structure. Three of' these will 

.. 
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be acoustical modesJ and the rest can be considered a'S 

optical modes.1 some of which may be degenerate. Considering 

now the macroC'ry:stalline 'Sample, which presumably has not 

been able to "collapse'', at lea:s:t one of the optical modes 

will be characteristic of motions: of atoms on one sublattice 

with respect to atoms on the other. If at leaat one of thes.e 

is of low frequency, the heat capacity at low temperatures 

will have, in addition to the contribution from the acoustical 

branch, a term which.can be represented as due to a loW'-

fre,quency harmonic oscillator mode. Empirically.,. the heat-

c·apaci ty data can he f'i tted to an equation 

C = CDebye D( 72o /T) + ~. CEinstein E-( 8 .4o/T) (7--16) 

to within a few percent\ up to 10° K. Figure 16 shows . the· 

experimental heat capacity compared to that calculated from 

Eq .. (7~16) . 

The crystal structure of Ag2o is rather complicated for 

a straightforward calculation of the frequency distribution 

spectrum. This spectrum gives the number of' vibrational 

mode:s of frequency v lying between v and v + dv and iS written 

as g( v) • If g ( v) can be expres:sed analytically or numerically, , 

then the energy of' the s:y.stem is. gi ve·n by 

(7-17) 

and the heat capacity by 
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(7-18) 

In principle·, g( v) can be evaluated by .setting up the equa

tions of motions o:f the atoms: in the proper unit cell in 

te:rms . of the displacements of' each atom and the restoring 

:force. These equations can then he ·shown to have ·solutions 

that express the amplitude of vibrational displacements of 

the· atoms. aa plane wave'S propagating through the lattice 

:structure •. Substitution of these plane-wave solutions for the 

amplitudes.in the equations of motion leads to a :set of linear 

homogeneous equations in the amplitudes of vibration. In 

order that the amplitude·s not be everywhere .zero, the deter-

minant of the coefficients.of the amplitudes.must equal zero. 

This d·eterminantal equation,. called the s·ecular equation; can 

thEm be solved for the characteris:t.ic. frequencies of vibra

tions of the atoms. For a three-dimensional lattice, the 

~quations are cubic in v2 ~ A general treatment of Ag2o would 

lead to an 18 by 18 determinant, since there are six atoms in 

the· unit cell. Although the symmetry of the structure would 

probably allow the determinant to be broken down :to smaller 

minors, the general s.olution is obviously going to be laborious. 

It is possible to introduce a d:ras:tic .simplification in 

the case of Ag2o. The vibrational modes of Ag atoms, on 

account of their much greater mass, contribute most of the 

heat capacity. The 0 atoms are considered to be massless, 

somewhat stiff connections between the Ag atoms:. The motion 
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of a given Ag atom can he decompos-ed into three normal modes, 

~ne :along the lines of the 0-Ag-0 bond; and two mutually 

perpendicular to the bond axis and each other.. Because of 

the· highly covalent bOnding of Ag2 o,~ the restoring force 

constant along the bond axis--the radial force constant ...... will 

be considerably greater than the force constant for Vibrations 

perpendicular to the bond--the angular force constant. If 

one furt.her assumes that the radial force constant is great 

enough to be considered as infinite at low temperatures 

(compared to the angular constant), the problem becomes 

essentially that of finding the frequency-distribution :spectrum 

of a two-dimensional lattice. This has been done by Blackman30 

and results in a frequenc;y distribution g(v) at low fre

quencies which is proportional to v .. When this linear function 

g(v) is substituted into Eq. (7-18), the heat capacity is 
2 3 :shown to increase as a function of T rather than T . Figure 

17 shows the heat capacity of macrocrystalline Ag2o as a 

function of T2
.J the points fall on a straight line between 

2 and 7°K. The agreement is quit·e good fo.r :such a crude model. 

It is probable that a general treatment of the lattice 

vibrations which takes·into account·the 0 atoms and the radial 

forr<!e constant will still s~ow.that over· a small temperature 

.range there i·s a predominant. contribution· to g( v) from a low-

lying optical mode which is. linear in v and thus gi ve·s rise 

to a T2 heat-capacity dependence. Similar eff.ects. have been 

observed in the heat capacity of graphite~ being a true lay~r 

lattice structure;,· the a:pplic·ation of either the two,-
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dimensional lattice or continuum hypothesis le·ads to the 

prediction that the heat capacity of' graphite will increase 

at T2 . over a ratner wide temperature· range,., and this has 

b ,. ' 31 een experimentally ob.served. 

The heat capacity of Ag2o has been treated as bei11g 

primarily a function of the cuprite structure. If thi-s. is 
•' 

the case, there should be some of the same features appearing 

in the heat capacity of other substances with the same· 

·structure. The most attractive case would be C~O itself. 

As mentioned earlier, Johnston and Hu found no anomalous 

·behavior between 14 and 300°K. 2 However, an examination of 

thei~ data discloses that the lowest two heat-capacity points 

deviate from the Debye function fitting their data between 

18 and 26° K in the .same manner that macrocrystalline Ag2o 

does. In other words, QD decreases below.l89 K. The authors 

did not comment on the particle size of their sample of 

cu209 the method of preparation involved slow precipitation 

of Cu2o from warm Fehling's solution by dextrose. It is 

possible that the crystallites formed by this. procedure are 

larger and more perfect than the particles of Ag2o.ll which 

re.sul t from instantaneous precipitation. On the basis of the 

.results found f'or Ag2o, it appears reasonable to predict that 
2 cu2o will show a T heat-capacity dependence over a temperature 

interval below l4°'K... If it is pos·sible to prepare small

particle stoichiometric cu2o (particles·"-' 200 A or less), a 

heat capacity anomaly at low temperatures may possibly be 

obse·rved, because c~o is even more covalent than Ag2o. Thut5 
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the SDmewhat greater rigidity oi' its ·sublattice structure· a.s 

well as the smaller mass. oi' Cu may result in an anomaly at 

temperatures well below the rang.e oi' the Ag2o anomaly. 

7.7 Suggestions i'or Further Research 

There are several aspects of this problem which merit 

further exploration. The behavior oi' the heat capacity of 

annealed Ag20 between 30 and 40°K might be reexamined to 

determine ii' the curious scattering of experimental points 

in thi.s region is a real effect. The heat capacity of a very 

.finely-divided sample, such as might be prepared by the 

method of Tourky and Wakkad, 32 could be examined between 2'°K 

and room temperature to yield valuab1e information concerning 

a. the maximum value of the entropy as:sociated with the 

heat capacity "hump",. 

b. th~ heat capacity of an extensively transformed lattice 

below l5°K,; and 

c. ·sur.r:ace heat--ca-pacity .effec·ts at higher temperature-a. 

Other heat-capacity measurements should be made on C~O and, 

if' obtmnable,- Pb2o and cs2o. These .measurement·s would be 

of great help in evaluating the role o:f the cuprite structure 

in the general theory of lattice.he'at capacity. 

In addition to thermal measurements,; other experimental 

approaches would be desirable. For instance_, a detailed 

X-ray diffraction study of Ag2o above and below. the· anomalous. 

region would provide the most direct evide·nce for the existence 

or nonexistence of lattice .deformation. Measurements of the 

·f• 
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·electrical resistivity and dielectric properties of Ag2o in 

the anomalous region would. be desirable,. ~since these pro

pertie·s .are sensitive to the structure of th~ solid.. In 

particular, the possibility of a remanent electric dipole 

moment (s·ince Ag2o does not pos.sess a center of symmetry),. 

however remote, .should be investigated. 

On the theoretical side_;· an analysi:& of the frequency 

distribution of the lattice vibrations· .of Ag2o should be 

attempted; preliminary work on this problem has already been 

started. A more detailed model of the distortion mechanism 

must await, of course, further data on the structure of 

low-temperature Ag2o. In the meantime, it might be fruitful 

to consider several detailed hypothetical models bas.ed on the 

general "lattice _shift" hypothes.is, to see if one of them 

might lead to predictions of the energy and entropy_changes 

which agree well with experimental observations. 
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APPENDIX: STUDIES OF THE. SILVER-SILVER-OXIDE .ELECTRODE 

A. The Silver-Silver-Oxide Electrode 

Many workers have attempted to measure the emf' qf a cell 

composed of a Ag-Ag2o electrode and a reference half-cell 

(such as Hg-HgO) .33 The over-all cell reaction is 

and the standard free-energy change .6F0 can be calculated 

from the cell potential E0 from 

The result,. combined with. the standard free energy of 

(9-1) 

(9-2) 

formation of HgO,. gives the free energy of formation of Ag2 0o 

0 If the rate of change of E with temperature is known., the 

entropy change of' reaction (9-1) can be calculated from 

dE.o 
~~so = " 

D. ·- n.:r dT (9·3) 

thus the entropy of Ag2 o can be calculated by using the 

entropy data for Ag(c), Hg(,e),. HgO-(c); and 6.S0 for reaction 

( 9-1) .. 

It has been observed in practice that the potentialS' 

obtained when a cell corresponding to reaction (9-l) is s-et 

up are quite variable.:r change with time_, :and are not in 

agreement. with the value qf --0.244 v calculated f'or E0 from 

~hermodynamic data. In one case,. the value of dE0 /dT gave 

the wrong sign for· the entropy change of reaction (9-'l) . 
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Several year·s ago, Hamer and Craig33 finally succeeded 

in preparing Ag-Ag20 eh~·ctrod'es which gave constant reversible 

values of E0
, in good agre·ement with the calculated value, 

when measured in a cell against the Hg-HgO electr·ode. The 

electrolyte was aqueous NaOH. The preparation of the Ag-Ag2o 

electrode involved partial reduction to Ag of a mass of 

Ag2 0 in contact with a platinum foil. The reduction, by 

~ gas~ took place at 60°C. Since the reaction is exothermic_, 

there was some unc.ertainty about the ultimate temperatur-e 

reached by the system. In view of Kobayashi '.s discovery of 

the.exothermic annealing of Ag2o between 100 and 200°C, 3 it 

is pos.sible that the eTectrodes or· Hamer and Craig were 

made of annealed Ag2 0 .. 

For these reasons. an investigation waS' launched to try 

to devise a .room-temperature method for preparing stable· 

Ag-Ag20 electrodes,: the· ultimate purpose being a .study of the 

effect·s. of annealing and surface-area reduction on the 

chemical properti·es of Ag2o. 

B. Experimental Procedure.s 

The Ag-Ag20 .electr-odes prepared were placed in one arm 

o.f an H-shaped glass cell in contact with a platinum wire 

that was connected to the measuring circuit. The other arm 

.contained a Hg-HgO elec.trqde·; the .el$'ctrolyte was· an 

aque·ous solution of NaOH (concentration rang,e 2 to 20% N:a:OH 

by weight) . The H-cells were glass:-.stoppered. 

Several Ag-Ag2o electrodes were made by.mechanical 

• 

.. 
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mixing of Ag powder with Ag2o. The r~'sults· confirmed the' 

.observations of earlier worker·s; the emf' was variable, 

changed with time, and was. lower than the calculated valu~ 

by as much as 20 mv. It. had been ·suggested that the 

instability of the Ag-Ag2 o electrode wa:s due to surface films 

on the metallic Ag and (or) slow evolution of o2 from the 

Ag2o :surface. In .order to provide a .noncontaminated con

tact surface, amalgams of Ag were tried and found to be 

unsatisfactory because of the local couple set up at the 

amalgam -Ag2o interface, which resulted ih the formation of 

dendritic growths of metallic Ag and the precipitation of 

HgO. 

Since the baSic problem involves the formation of an 

intimate, uncontaminated Ag-Ag2o interface, it appeared 

that ·cathodic reduction of Ag2o in place in the cell might 

work. The· method produced cells who·se emf approached the 

desired value, but very slowly, almost asymptotically. The 

method was observed to produce ah irregular cylinder of 

metallic Ag, coaxial with.the platinum wire in the cell and 

surrounded by Ag2o. The contact·between Ag and Ag2o was thus 

still limited to 'the surface of the i.rr;egular cylinder. In 

order to increase the surf'ace of contact, cathodic reduction 

of int.imate mechanical mixtures of Ag and Ag2o powder was 

then tried. The resulting cells attained their equilibrium 

value·s o.f emf in one to three days and were quite stable for 

many days. This type .of electrode proved to be quite 

successful, and will be described in more detail. 

One arm of the dry H-cell was loaded with 10 to 15 g 
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Ag-Ag2o powder mixture·. The powdered Ag was cp reagent grade, 

and. the Ag2o came from the various -sample.s prepared in the 

laboratory .for calorimetric purpo·ses. The average amount of' 

Ag was so% by weight. The cell wae the-n filled· with .fr.eshly 

prepared NaOH s.olution (using distille·d H20) • The Ag,-Ag2o 

electrode was made the cathode, and current was. $lowly 

passed through the cell. The conditions.of' electrolysis 

varied slightly .from .cell to cell, but the average conditions 

were 0 .03 amp at 2 .5 v .for 2 to 8 hJ the time o.f electrolysi:s 

varied as the current was incr.eased or decreased. During 

.elec-trolysis,- o2 was _liberated. at the anode, and the· gray 

color of the Ag-Ag2o mass .slowly becam:e ~some-what lighter in 

shade. 

After completion o.r electrolysi-s;- the cell was drained 

by a pipe-t Without disturbing the- Ag'-Ag2o mas.s. A Hg-HgO 

half~cell was then placed in the other arm of the cell) the 

usual electrode consisted of' 10 g of triply di.·still:ed Hg 

and 5. g of' reagent grade red HgO which had been digeste<l in 

boiling distilled 1120. The cell was then filled with .freshly

prepared N,aOH solution ( 2 to 2o% by weight) _ii stoppered, and 

immersed in a large wat.er--tank thermo-stat .set to maintain a 

tent!)-erature of 25 + 0 .l:o-c. The emf of the cells wa-s measured 

with a calibrated Leeds and Northrup type--K drum pot:entio-

meter capable of measurements to the nearest lOj.t.v. 

The temperature· o.f the thermostat was _measured with a 

precision Beckman adjJustablE! thermometer calibrated against 

a certi.fied NBS. meT'cury thermometer. 

"' 
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The emf of the· cells .was measure·d daily or more often 

. 8 . d as required. A shunt of 10 ohms could be switche- in or 

out at the potentiometer's potential lea~:is so that the cell 

readings could be measured with and without an external 

re-sistance. The total resistance of the cell and measuring 

circuit (minus the shunt) was about 100 ohms. 

c. Results 

Altogethe·r,. 20 cells were constructed according to the 

method outlined above. Minor variation's' in current,. voltage, 

and time of electrolysis had no significant effect on the 

cell potential. The number of cells made with each of the 

three types of Ag2o were: 

macrocrystalline Ag2 0: 7 

annealed_,, finely divided Ag20: 5 

unanneal·ed Ag20t 8 

The .:emf-time behavior o.f several of these cells is shown in 

Fig. 18. Essentially the same type of curve was obtained for 

all cells. The horizontal portion of the curve was taken as 
- 0 the equilibrium value of E • The average results for the· 

emf of the cells,, as well as the calculated free:-energy change 

for the cell reaction and.the. free energy of formation of 

Ag2o, are given in T~bles X and XI. The t.emperatur~ dependency 

of the cell potential was- . d·etermined by varying the. thermo

stat temperature from 22 to 32;()' and observing the emf of 

seven cells at several intervals. The re·sul ts for the 

temperature-..;emf dependence are given inTable x. The thermo-
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Table X. Summary of data on the Ag-Ag20 electrode (reference 
electrode: Hg (,£) - HgO (c);. eiectrolyte: aqueous NaOH) 

A. Equilibrium cell potentials in volt·s at 298°-K 

Unannealed Ag2o 

-0.24461 
-0.24378 
-0.24628 
-0.24458 
-0.24527 
-0.24468 
-0.24385 

Av: -0.24460+.0006 

Annealed Ag2o 

-0.24345 
-0.24600 
-0.24442 
-0.24491 
-0.24531 

-0.24482+.0006 

Macrocrystalline Ag2o 

-0.24192 
-0.24246 
-0.24262 
-0.24342 
-0.24324 
-0.24342 
-0.24448 

-0 .24.308+.0005 

B. Free energy of formation of Ag2o at 298°K 

Typeof Ag20 

unannealed 
annealed 
macrocrystalline 

Free-energy change 
of cell reacj:ion 

(cal mole- ) 

- 11281 
- 11291 
- 11211 

abased on ~F~98 for HgO =· - 13988 cal mole -l 

Free energy of 
formation of 

a 
Ag20 1 
(cal mole- ) 

- 2696 
- 2686 
- 2766 

C. Temperature-emf coef'ficient for a Ag-Ag2o vs a Hg-Hg;O cell 

~~ = ~ 0.0002010 + .0000010 v deg-l 
. 0 ~l ~1 
~s· = - 9.27 + 0.05 cal mole deg 

So 2So . s~ so - Aso 
Ag2 0 = Ag + HgO - Hg D 

= 2(10.21) + (17~5) (18.19) - (-9.27, 

-1 -1 = 29.00 + o.l cal mole deg 
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Table XI. Thermodynamic properties for the reaction: 
2Ag(c) + 172o2 (g) = Ag20(c) 

Method 6F0 6H0 68° .}_ 
( -1)( -1)(' -1 -1) cal mole cal mole cal deg mole 

large particle, calor. a 2707 7483 -16.02 - -
annealed 

large particle, calor. b 2682 7610 -16.53 - -
annealed 

large particle, elec. a 2766 7515 -15.93 - ·-
annealed 

small particle, calor. a 2689 7438 -15.93 - ·-
annealed 

small particle, elec. a 2686 7435 -15.93 - -
annealed 

small particle, calor. c 2585 7305 -15.82 ·- -
unannealed (- 2649) {- 7357) 

small particle, elec. a 2696 7445 -15.93 - ':-

size and extent elec. d 2723 7675 -16 .61 - -
of annealing 
unknown 

a . 
Method of Gregor 

bMethod of Gerkin 
c Method of Pitzer and Smith 

dlVIethod 
~ 

of Hamer and Craig 
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dynamic data are given .for the reaction 

D. Discussion 

The·re appears to he no signific·ant difi'er.ence in 

behavior for finely divided Ag2o wh~ther annealed or un

annealed. The average potential fo:r both types agrees 

W'i thin the· a:verag.e dev.iation .from th.$' me:an fo.r ceach typ¢. 

For this reason, the average of all qell:S of theae· type:s· ~wa:s 

taken and found to be --0 .. 244 7 + .0001 v. This is . in good 

agreement with the data of Hamer and Craig, who .found the 

average· potential to be --0.2435 v. The free energy of 

f'ormation or Ag20; _calculated using ---13977 cal/mole a:·s .6F0 

for HgO~ .is -2691 + 5 cal mole- 1 
:1· which if:!·. in better agree_, 

ment with ca:lorimetri¢ <lata than the. value calculated· by 
-'1 .·Hamer and Craig;-- """2723 cal mole • 

There i·s·,;c however;, enough deviation of the data .for cells 

made with macrocrystalline Ag2o to justify not including these 

cells with the others. The average value· of the cell 

potential i·s· --o •. 2431 v, _which is 0.66% lower and the value 

of bF0 for Ag2o(c) at 298 .l5°K is corre-spondingly higher_, 

being -2766 cal mole- 1 . The di.screpancy may be real in the 

s-ense that it r¢pre·sent:s the gr;e:ater stability of macro• 

crystalline Ag2o. However:, the be-ha:vlct>r of this .sampl~e in 

the emf cell i'$ probably due to its :Small ·sur.face area, as 

compared. to ordinary Ag2o. · The- fo.rmation of an .extensiV$':; 
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intimate Ag-Ag20 contact area may not be feasible under the 

conditions used here when the :sample is not finely divided. 

The temperature--emf measurement~ were· carried out over 

a limited temperature interval because of the type of thertno

·stat used. The average value of -0.0002010 + 0.000010 v °C-l 

corresponds to an entropy change for the cell reaction of 
. -1 . -1 

--9 .27 + 0.2 cal deg mole , in reasonable agreement with 

the observations of Hamer and Craig, who found dE/dT to be· 

-0.0001978 + 0.0000029 v oc-1 and b.S0 for the cell reaction 

-1 ·-1 to be -9.12 + 0.14 cal mole deg . Since the temperature 

interval was small, the value calculated for the entropy 

of Ag2 0 at 298 .15'0K is probably not as re·liable as the 

calorimetric value or that obtained by Hamer and. Craig, who 

us.ed a quite large temperature interval. Nevertheless, 

even if fortuitous, the agre·ement is reasonably good. 

One of the important .f~eature·s of' the results is that 

the annealing errect rir:st discovered by Kobayashi apparE:n1tly 

does not change the chemical potential of Ag2o. Thus the 

propo:sal of' Kobayashi that the evolution of' heat i:s due to 

relier ·or surf'ace· .strains and other high-energy surface 

d-efe·et.s appears to be .substantiated. The electrolytic 

reduction or Ag2o to Ag presumably occur:s first at these high

energy surface· :Sites in the unannealed Ag2o anyway, so one 

would not expect any difference between unanne-aled and 

annealed Hg2o in electrodes prepared by the slow cathodic 

reduc·tion method·-

There did not seem to be any significant trend in E0 

) 
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for the cell with 'Changing NaOH concentrat.ion1 but no 

. .att~mpts: were· made· to study this eff'ect. Hamer . .and Craig 

·. obs:~rved a $light depen<i'enc~ o:r E0 on NaOH <mncentration1 

but their concentrations rang.e:d as high a::e 40% by w.e'ight 

NaOH. 

E. Conclusion 

Reversible Ag-.Ag2o electrodes have bee:n·prepared by 

slow cathodic reduction of a mixtur~~ of Ag and Ag2o ·powder· 
I 

in contact with a p1atih1f11 wire. No apparent difference 

in behavior is observed for anne·al:ed and unannealed Ag2o 

provided there is no large difference in particle size.} 

large-particle Ag2o behaves :somewhat diff$rently :rrom the 

finely divided material. The average value of the cell 

potential for the reaction 

(9-1) 

is ·-D .0244 7 + 0.0001 v,, the avera:g.e nf 13 e¢ll:s't the un..;. 

certainty is the average deviation from the mean. .From thi:B 
34 value :ror E0 ana the free energy of formation of HgO, 

0 .6F f'or the £'ormation of Ag2 0 (c) from i t:s: elemen t.s at 

298 .15~K i:s '-2691 + :S ~a:l/mdl·e. From the :measurement of 

dE0 
/ dT3 th'e .entropy change of' reaction (1) i'S :..9 .27 + .. 05 

. -1 -1 ' d ·cal deg mql,e • Combined with the .s·tan ard. entropy :values. 

of Hg(.e)_;' Hgo(c}:;' and Ag(c) at 298 .l5~K, it leads to a . 

yalue for S~98 .. 15: for Ag20 of 29 .. 00 ± 4.05 ca,l deg,_, 1mol:e~1 .,. 
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